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Preface.

The quaint traditional view which finds in Eccl.

XII. 2— 7 an anatomy of the human frame has exer-

cised a strange fascination over the minds of commen-
tators and is accepted without misgiving by the latest

critics. There survives however in places a feeling of

dissatisfaction with the traditional view, although the

semiliteral rendering of Michaelis is now well nigh for-

gotten even among the learned, and that of Umbreit

— advocated in England by Dr. Ginsburg— is not un-

reasonably thought to have received its deathblow in

Gurlitt's weighty contribution to the Th. Studien unci

Kritiken for 1865.

In the present essay an attempt is made to shew
the inherent weakness of the Anatomical Rendering, and
to establish in its place a Literal Rendering which re-

gards verses 2— 5 as a Dirge describing the state of
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a household or community on an occasion of death

and mourning. From the ending of verse 5

:

for the man passeth"^ to his eternal home^ and

the mourners go about in the street

—

the inference is obvious that what precedes depicts the

state of feeling prevalent on the day of mourning; and

it will be found, I think, that of all known theories,

this—at first sight the most natural—is the only one

which makes the various details at once consistent and

significant. **

The anatomical rendering is sometimes commended

as containing poetry of the highest order, and indeed

so elastic are its details that the amount of poetry

which may be put into it is limited only by the fa-

culty of the commentator; but there is a poetry like-

wise in the literal rendering, having its counterpart in

the prophet's description by natural images of the de-

solation of a land :

Moreover I will take from them the voice of

mirth, and the voice of gladness, the voice of

the bridegroom, and the voice of the bride, the

sound of the milstones, and the light of the

* enogev&r], LXX. The whole description might apply to

imminent rather than present death, if these mourners could be

thought of as looking out for employment,

** See p. 75.
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candle. And this whole land shall be a deso-

lation—

where the several particulars correspond to Coheleth's

description of the darkening of the ladies at the lat-

tices, the falling of the sound of the mill, and the

hushing of the daughters of song.

The Dirge of Coheleth corresponds in outline with

Ezekiel's Lamentation for Pharaoh:

Eccl. XII. 2—5.

Ere the sun and the light

and the moon and the stars

be darkened, and the clouds

return after the rain.

In the day when the keepers

of the house tremble. . .

for the man passeth to his

eternal home, &c.

Ezek. XXXII. 7—9.

I will cover the heaven,

and make the stars thereof

dark; I will cover the sun

with a cloud, and the moon

shall not give her light.

I will also vex the hearts

of many people,

when I shall bring thy

destruction among the na-

tions, &c.

where in each case there is the same use of a well

known figure, with the same transition to a literal

statement of the way in which actual persons are per-

turbed by the fate of the dead.

The vexing of the hearts of many people is re-

presented in detail by Coheleth. In that day the
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doorkeepers and the masters alike tremble: the maids

cease from their work, and the mistresses from their

amusements. Open house is not kept as heretofore,

and the mill is no longer heard preparing food for the

reveller: but the bird of evil omen raises his dirge,

and the merry voice of the singing girl is silent. . .

From the house the scene now changes to the garden,

or to the country at large. Here also terror encom-

passes the people. Lowering upon them from above

and lurking at their feet, it deadens every sense: so

that the almond - flower displeases, and the t6tt<|

sounds dull, and the caperberry^ palls: because the

man passeth to his eternal home, and the mourners go

about in the street. . . Or we may suppose this verse

to describe a sympathetic affection of external nature,

comparing, from the Dirge of King David: "Ye moun-

tains of Gilboa, let there be no more dew ... for

there the shield of the mighty is vilely cast away".

The whole passage may allude to some special time

of public mourning "^^, or may have been cited from

an authorized book of ''Dirges", such as were composed

on the death of King Josiah and made ''an ordinance

in Israel".

On verses 6, 7 I will only here remark that they

* See note p. 71.

** Compare Joseph. Bell. Jud. III. 9. 5.
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form a distinct paragraph, and are not to be mixed
up with what precedes.

A glance at Section II will shew the uncertainty

of the several points in the Anatomical Rendering-,

which is at best but an intermittent series of grotesque

or repulsive comparisons. Lest I should seem to speak

from prejudice, hear the apology of an anatomist:

Zum Schlusse dieser poetischen Beschreibung des

Alters und des Todes bemerke ich noch, dass, wenn
wir an ihr keine durchgefuhrte Allegoric, sondern ein

von der unbildlichen Redeweise mehrfach durchge-

brochenes Aggregat unvollstandiger Vergleichungen

haben, dieses Verfahren nicht vorzugsweise unserem

Verfasser, sondern fast alien biblischen Schriltstellern

mehr oder weniger eigen ist. Herzfeld.

But the fault may be not so much with Coheleth

as with his interpreters, who have mistaken a Midrash

for a primary rendering.

Cambridge 1873.
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ADDENDA ET CORRKJEXDA.

rmbreit's semiliteral rendcrinir was publislied in 1S18, and was siib-

'•iiui'iitly witlidrawii. See p. 72.

Read: El Bella {or Eeliau'ddiu) Zohair, p. 12, tUov, p. 19; Dliu'r
Romuiah, p. 26; 195 {for 175), p. 37; p. yKj^r,

. . . wine {for iwiie),

p. 40; Land of Israel, p. 48; werden {for inerden), p. 65 : rather {for
nather}, p. 72.



Section I.

The literal rendering.

The literal rendering, already described in the

Preface, contrasts not so much in form as in colouring

with the semi -literal renderings to be noticed in sec-

tion III, where their essential difference will be point-

ed out.

In the present section the literal rendering will be

discussed in detail, some arguments of a general nature

being deferred to the Conclusion. As regards particulars

there will naturally be a repetition of much that has

been written^ before; but it is the more necessary to

discuss the several points at length, because the works

which controvert the anatomical rendering are mostly

out of print or not easily accessible. In the annexed

translation, it is to be observed that the word olive

(ver. 5) is introduced simply as a more familiar poetical

word than caperberry, which has authority in .its fa-

vour. I may remark also that I am very much in doubt

about the first hemistich of verse 6, though convinced

that the popular interpretation is unsatisfactory.



Some Read-

Ztholized Ecclesiastes XII.

1 And remember thy Creator in the days of thy youth;

ERE
days of evil come and years "draw nigh,

wherein thou shalt say there is for me no pleasure.

2 ERE
the sun and the light and the moon and the stars be

darkened,

and the clouds return after the rain.

In the day when the keepers of the house tremble,

and the men of power quake*),

2rgrinderr and the grinding - maids 2) cease when they have
wrought a little,^)

and the gazers, at the lattices, are darkened.

4 And doors are shut to the street,

on the falling of the sound of the mill,

ise up at the and the bird rises to voice*),

and all the daughters of song are subdued.

When also they fear from on high and terrors are

on the path,

and the almond-flower displeases ^),

6) is a burden and the grasshopper is dull,*')

7) desire fails and the olivc palls;'^)

for the man passeth to his eternal home,

and the mourners go about in the street.

6 ERE
the silver thread escape 8),

and the golden reel hasten ^),

or the pitcher be shattered upon the spring,

and the bucket 1^) be broken into^^) the well.

And the dust return upon the earth as it was,

and the spirit return unto God who gave it.

L) the strong
men bow
themselves

3) because
they are few.
or (Mary)
grind little.

rise

voice of a bird

5) the almond
flourishes

8) cord be
loosed

9) bowl be
broken

10) wheel
11) at
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I now proceed to discuss the passage in detail, pre-

mising that it divides itself naturally into three distinct

and separate paragraphs, each of which commences with

an introductory ERE. The first paragraph (ver. 1) is

wholly literal; the second commences figuratively (ver. 2),

and, as I interpret it, ends literally (ver. 3— 5); the third

also commences figuratively (ver. 6), and ends literally

(ver. 7).

Verse 1.

S?b nilJS 1^] While yet not, ov \)v\e^y, Ere. The verse

describes a time when the man's youthful gladness has

left him, but when death is not altogether close at

hand. The duration of the period is indefinite: these

days of darkness ''shall be many" (Eccl. XI. 8).

Verse 2.

b?b -iTiJX iy] Ere. The recurrence of this formula

marks a second stage in the description. The para-

graph which commences here ends at ver. 5, and must
not be mixed up with ver. 6, 7.

'y\ TftCnSTi] On darkness &c. as a general symbol of

unhappiness or calamity, see ver. 3. The following

passages illustrate the darkening of the heavens in par-

ticular:

"For the stars of heaven and the constellations

thereof shall not give their light : the sun shall be

darkened in his going forth, and the moon shall not

cause her light to shine. And I will punish the world

for their eVil, and the wicked for their iniquity; and
I will cause the arrogancy of the proud to cease, and
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will lay the haughtiness of the terrible low" (Is.

XIII. 10, 11).

"For this shall the earth mourn, and the heavens

above be black: The whole city shall flee for the noise

of the horsemen and bowmen; they shall go into

thickets, and climb up upon the rocks : every city shall

be forsaken and not a man dwell therein" (Jer. IV. 28. 29).

'^'''And when I shall put thee out, I will cover the

heaven, and make the stars thereof dark; I will covet

the sun with a cloud, and the moon shall not give her

light.* All the bright lights of heaven will I make
dark over thee, and set darkness upon thy land, saith

the Lord God. I will also vex the hearts of many
people, when I shall bring thy destruction among the

nations, into the countries which thou hast not known" ^'

(Ezek. XXXII. 7—9).

"Let all the inhabitants of the earth tremble: for

the day of the Lord cometh, for it is nigh at hand.

A day of darkness and of gloominess, a day of clouds

and of thick darkness, as the morning spread upon the

mountains: a great people and a strong; there hath

not been ever the like, neither shall be any more after

it, even to the years of many generations. Before their

face the people shall be much pained: all faces shall

gather blackness. The earth shall quake before them;

the heavens shall tremble: the sun and the moon shall

be dark, and the stars shall withdraw their shining"

(Joel II. 1-10).

* These symptoms are accompaniments of actual death. Hence

an illustration of the passage discussed , regarded as a literal

dirge.
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"I will cause the sun to go down at noon^ and

I will darken the earth in the clear day. And I will

turn your feasts into mournings and all your songs

into lamentation; and I will bring up sackcloth upon

all loins, and baldness upon every head; and I will

make it, as the mourning of an only son, and the end

thereof as a bitter day" (Amos VIII. 9, 10).

Compare also by way of contrast:

"^Moreover the light of the moon shall be as the light

of the sun, and the light of the sun shall be seven-

fold, as the light of seven days, in the day that the

Lord bindeth up the breach of his people, and healeth

the stroke of their wound" (Is. XXX. 26).

''Thy sun shall no more go down; neither shall

thy moon withdraw itself: for the Lord shall be

thine everlasting light, and the days of thy mourning

shall be ended'' (Is. LX. 10).

Verse 3.

Trausitiou from the flgurative to the literal.

'125 Di^a] In the day that. This serves as a for-

mula of transition from the figures of ver. 2 to matter-

of-fact. A consideration of the passages above quoted

shews that it is a practice with Biblical writers to pass

from the figurative to the actual, or at least to the

form of the actual. The particular figure of the dark-

ening of the heavens is usually accompanied by some-

thing explanatory. It is therefore rather to be ex-

pected that Coheleth also would pass from the figura-

tive darkening of the heavenly bodies to something

explanatory; and it would be a departure from the usual
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practice not to do so. Accordingly I read Namely in

the day when as 'introductory to a matter-of-fact de-

scription of the actual. It will have been observed

that DT^S serves in like manner as a formula of transi-

tion in Is. XXX. 26. The very parallelism in Cohe-

leth's description is an argument for the transition,

since in its third and last paragraph we find, according

to the English Version:

^'Or ever the silver cord be loosed, or the golden bowl

be broken; or the pitcher be broken at the fountain, or

the wheel be broken at the cistern. Then shall the

dust return to the earth as it was: and the spirit

shall return unto God who gave it" (Eccl. XII. 6, 7)—
where the former verse is figurative, and the latter li-

teral and explanatory.

'lyr'^] They tremble, for fear. On the root yiT, Ge-

senius writes in his Thesaurus:

''\n Targg. est commoveri, contremiscere . . . spec.

timore, pro Tin Exod. XIX. 16. Itpal. y-yiTX contre-

muit, Aph. perterrefecit" . It may be uncertain whether

mental emotion is implied when it is said (Esth. V. 9)

that Mordecai moved not before Haman, but the appli-

cation to fear is evident in such passages as:

'^AU peoples, nations, and languages

trembled and feared before bim'^ (Dan. Y. 19).

But supposing it at the outset an open question

whether the ''trembling" in the passage discussed is

simply an expression of fear, we cannot do better than

take a suggestion from the context, observing that in

the same passage (ver. 5) it is distinctly said of the

persons there described, that they shall fear, ^ST"'.
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rr^SH "^"TailJ] These keepers of the house are usually

taken to be fighting men or sentinels, whose business

it is to defend the house. But the expression may
equally well be applied to a class of servants, lit. house-

keepers, without any regard to fighting qualities. The
identical expression, in the infinitive, occurs in 2 Sam.

XX. 3: "And the king took the ten women his con-

cubines, whom he had left to keep the house, and put

them in ward^\ The word keeper is applied to various

kinds of servants; thus we read of keepers of the ward-

robe (2 Chron. XXXIV. 22), of the king's forest (Neh.

II, 8), of the sheep (I Sam. XVII. 20), of the carriage

(1 Sam. XVII. 22). To keep the door or threshold

(Mai. I. 10; Ps. LXXXIV. 10) is to hold '^the meanest

office". To keep the door, and to be a watchman or

sentinel, are both commonplace expressions, but even

in a large house or '^palace" the ^VQcoQog may be a

naiSiaxi] (Joh. XVIII. 15— 17). The persons here de-

scribed might be taken to be more especially doorkeep-

ers, but with reference to their social status as a class

of menservants, domestics rr^nn '^IDIX (Gen. 39, 11), rather

than to physical qualifications. It should be noticed

that ITSIU, is used absolutely and stands in parallelism

with ^Dy in a passage which might be rendered some-

what as follows, in order to shew the parallelism:

"And Israel was a bondman for a wife,

and for a wife he served.

But by a prophet the Lord brought up Israel from

Egypt,

and by a prophet he was preserved" (Hos.XII. 12,13);

where 12* answers to 13?, since Egypt was the "land

of bondmen" (Ex. XX. 2; Deut. XV. 15); while the
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wordplay of *i^Tr, I^TU: in 12^ IS'' is reproduced by the

use of the likesounding words serve, preserve. But
however the passage be rendered, the point to be ob-

served is the parallelism,

'iri^^Pn'l] They quake or bote themselves, under the

influence of consternation.'^ The literal meaning of

the word, as used elsewhere by Coheleth, is to crook

or bend: "That which is crooked (ri^^^) cannot be made
straight" (Eccl. I. 15; VII. 13). The lexicographers

give the same meaning flexit to this root and to my,
which latter is clearly used in expressing the emotion

of fear:

"Therefore are my loins filled with pain : pangs

have taken hold upon me, as the pangs of a woman
that travaileth : distorqueor , ita ut non audiam'' ** (Is.

XXI. 3).

Elsewhere, words meaning to bow down are used

of mourning &c., as

^PhtD (Ps. XXXV. 14); qbb (Is. VIII. 5).

It appears then that im^nn may without extravagance

be interpreted as indicative of mere emotion; and in-

deed it is reserved in comparison with Habakkuk^s ex-

pression (III. 16)

:

rottenness entered into my bones.

Many other passages might be adduced which de-

scribe mental emotion as violently affecting the body.

* Compare again ^X""""" (ver. 5).
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thus: ''Then the king's countenance was changed, and

his thoughts troubled him, so that the joints of his

loins were loosed, and his knees smote one against

another" (Dan. V. 6); ''All hands shall be feeble, and

all knees shall be weak as water. They shall also gird

themselves with sackcloth, and horror shall cover them"

(Ezek. VII. 17, 18). There is then no good reason for

assuming that Coheleth is describing anything more

than the effects of mental perturbation: his expressions

are not stronger than such as are so used elsewhere:

while the very context shews by the use of unmistake-

able expressions, as 'iX'l'^'), that the effects of mental

pertvirbation are being described.

Lastly, if we write '^n^yrn in the Arabic form,

and turn to Freytag's lexicon, we find as the one mean-

ing of that form, viz.

ubstupefactus fidt.

b^nri "^iCri?] Men of power. The expression might of

course refer to physical prowess, but it is equally ap-

plicable to other kinds of excellence. The virtuous

woman is b^H riTCN (Ruth III. 11; Prov. XXXI. 10),

and something more than physical prowess is implied in:

"Moreover thou shalt provide out of all the people

able men, such as fear God, men of truth hating cove-

tousness, and place such over them. And Moses chose

able men" (Exod. XVIII. 21, 25).

Elsewhere b'Tl denotes wealth, or influence and po-

sition-generally : "Wherefore do the wicked live, be-

come old, yea, are mighty in poiverf^ (lob XXI. 7).

The expression b'^n niuy seems to be used of getting
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a good position by one's merits^ in Ruth IV. 11 : ''And

do thou worthily in Ephratah, and be famous in Bethlehem."

Even in : ^^valiant men of might in their generations"

(1 Chron. VII. 2; VII. 40), it is to he noted that

'IID;; gives a bias to the expression. It would seem
then that the ''men of power"* may be, not men dis-

tinguished for mere physical prowess, but men of in-

fluence and position, in contrast with the menial watch-

ers or keepers of the house.

^bun^] They cease, give up work, are idle. The
verb does not recur in Hebrew, but its meaning is suf-

j^iently defined by Chaldee and other usage. It is

rendered by hinder in Ezra VI. 8, and by cease in the

following passage from the same book:

"Give ye now commandment to cause these men
to cease, and that this city be not builded, until another

commandment shall be given from me: and they made
them to cease by force and power. Then censed the

work of the house of God which is at Jerusalem. So

it ceased unto the second year of the reign of Darius

king of Persia" (Ezra IV. 21—24).

The comparison of cognate dialects points to a like

signification. Thus in Arabic we find s. v. : vanus, jo-

catus, otiosus fuit; and in Aethiopic : interrumpi, cessare,

Jinem capere. So in Syriac the word is used of the

Jews, who on the Sabbath, ,,cease from all work", &c. &c.

nisnion] The grinders, according to the English

Version. It must be admitted that the rendering is

literal, except that it fails to express the gender of the

original. But even a literal rendering may chance to

* Matrona potens, an sedula nutrix. {Hor. A. P.)
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be unfair^ owing to peculiarities of the language into

which the translation is made. Now it happens that

to the English reader grinders naturally suggests teeth,

and it does not suggest to any one acquainted only

with European customs what is certainly the primary

meaning of the original. The word milleresses not

being in common use, some such rendering as (jrinding-

maids mnst be adopted: the most nearly corresponding

class in an English household is Kitchen-maids. Grind-

ing was a servile work, frequently imposed on prisoners

(Jud. XVI. 21 ; Lam. V. 13). Otherwise, it was a usual

occupation of women of the lower orders, whence the

contrasts :

^'^From the first-born of Pharaoh that sitteth upon

his throne, even unto the firstborn of the maidservant

that is behind the mill" (Exod. XI. 5).

'^There is no more throne, O daughter of the

Chaldeans: for thou shalt no more be called tender

and delicate. Take the millstones, and grind meal"

(Is. XLVII. 1, 2).

The mill was a necessary article of domestic fur-

niture, and allusions to it may be found in compositions

of diverse date and style. Thus, in the sacred writings

it is made the subject of special enactment:

'^No man shall take the nether or the upper mill-

stone to pledge: for he taketh a man^s life to pledge"

(Deut. XXIV. 6).

Or, to take a comparatively modern illustration of

the lighter sort, a poet of the thirteenth century. El

Beha-'ddin Zohair, "^ having lodged with an Armenian

The Cairo edition being out of print. Professor Palmer is prepa-
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woman in his travels^ complains satyrically of the sound

of the mill among- the commonplace household noises

which disturb him.* Such illustrations shew the pro-

minence which the mill assumed in Eastern households;

while the former represents the cessation of grinding

as a very serious matter, which might well be singled

out by Jeremiah or Coheleth as a symbol of distress.

'ITDy^ 'Sj When they have irrought a little*^: ns lisya

nD"ini3n, comminuerunt molitionem. So Rabbinic commen-
tators, who, no doubt rightly, give the Piel a transi-

tive sense, and apply it to the frequentative action of

grinding. The Piel, which does not recur, is by some
made equivalent to the kal*^* , while others introduce

the misplaced emphasis: '^they have r/read// diminished".

It does not appear why the grinders should have died off,

or been turned out of the house, as would be required

for the anatomical application to loss of teeth; nor does

the popular rendering feiern, for ibunf^ agree very

well with the notion that some serious mischief has

befallen the Mullerinnen.

^Diani] They, the ladies at the lattices, are darkened.

ring an edition , for the Syndics of the Cambridge University Press.

See also the article Arabic Vers de Societe in the Cornhill Maga-
zine for August 1872.

* Note that here, in contrast with ver. 4, the voice of the

mill rises when there is a guest to be entertained.

** The significance of this is brought out by ver. 4.

*** In the intransitive sense of diminish (Is. XXI. 17; Jer.

XXIX. 6; Ps. CVII. 39).

t These slaves or drudges would find satisfaction in the dimi-

nution of their toil : the cessation of festivities would be their holi-

day: hence the word b'Jtl is peculiarly applicable.
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Darkness symbolizes inihappiness; and light, joy, as in

the following passages, et passim.

''All his days also he eateth in darkness, and he

hath much sorrow and wrath with his sickness" (Ecel.V, 17).

"Let him remember the days of darkness; for they

shall be many" (Eccl. XI. 8).

"I am the man that hath seen affliction by the rod

of his wrath. He hath led me, and brought me into

darkness, but not into light" (Lam. III. 1, 2).

"The elders have ceased from the gate, the young

men from their music. The joy of our heart is ceased;

our dance is turned into mourning. For this our heart is

faint; for these things our eyes are darkened^" (Lam.

V. 14—17).

"The Jews had light, and gladness, and joy, and

honour" (Esth. VIII. 16).

The darkening of the nisi might therefore be

interpreted of mental gloom, without reference to mere

external darkness. Or we might bring in the notion

that the festive robe, the "garment of praise", is laid

aside, or not put on (2 Sam. XII. 20). In a time of

calamity the Lord takes away from the daughters of

Zion "The bravery of their tinkling ornaments", and

brings up sackcloth upon all loins (Is. II. 18; XXXII.
11; Amos VIII. 10; Joel I. 8; et passim). It is natural

that women in particular should be thought of in connex-

ion with these outward signs of mourning; but an

undefined gloom and darkening, without any such spe-

cial allusion, suffices for our context.

JniSl"ii?^ niiiin] Those that look out of the windows; or

* A. V. dim.
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the gazers, who are at the lattices, i. e. the ladies who,

being' secluded and unoccupied , would be more in the

habit than the men of congregating at the windows
for amusement and for the gratification of curiosity.

The following passages, in which however ro'lS? does

not appear, seem to deserve consideration in connex-

ion with this point:

^'The mother of Sisera looked out at a window,

and cried through the lattice, "Why is his chariot so long

in coming? why tarry the wheels of his chariot? Her
wise ladies answered her, yea, she returned answer to

herself . . J' (Jud. V. 28, 29).

"So David and all the house of Israel brought up

the ark of the Lord with shouting, and with the sound

of the trumpet. And as the ark of the Lord came in-

to the city of David, Michal, Saul's daughter, looked

through a window" (2 Sara. VI. 15, 16).

"Yet hear the word of the Lord, O ye women-, and

let your ear receive the word of his mouth, and teach

your daughters wailing, and every one her neighbour

lamentation. For death is come up into our windows'^",

and is entered into our palaces" (Jer. IX. 20, 21).

This last passage has not always been rationally

explained. Some, comparing Joel II. 9, have indeed

thought simply of an enemy coming in at the windows;

but it seems that death in the abstract is meant. If

now the windows '^'^ were places of pleasant concourse.

* Observe that women are specially addressed.

** The point may be further illustrated from Zeph. II. 14,

rhich will be discussed later. Also see 2 Kings IX. 30.
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there would be no lack of significance in the coming"

in of death at the windows. The idea would be like

that of- its appearance in the theatre or the ballroom;

and we have no need of such farfetched explanations

as that J
"Deridet stultam Judeorum confidentiam, qui

clausis foribus se tutos putabant^ quasi vero Dei poten-

tia non conscendat supra nubes, et non possit per fe-

nestras ingredi."

The contrast between the maiden who can only

gratify her curiosity by looking out of window, and the

man who is free to go out into the street, may be

further illustrated by the following passage, quoted

from Professor Wright's Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles,

Vol. II. pp. 119-122:

"And whilst Paul was speaking these great things

of God in the midst of the Church, in the house of

Onesiphorus, one Thecla, a virgin, the daughter of

Theocleia, who was betrothed unto Thamyris, came and

sat at a window which was close to their roof, and

was listening to the words of Paul, which he was speak-

ing concerning purity; and she did not depart from

that window, and by night and day was hearkening to

the prayer of Paul, and was wondering at the faith. . .

And she did not stir at all from that window . . . And
Thamyris answered and said to his mother-in-law:

Where is Thecla my betrothed? . . Theocleia answered

and said to him: I have something new to tell thee,

Thamyris! Thecla thy betrothed, lo, for three days

and three nights has not got up from that window^,

neither to eat nor to drink; but her eyes are intently

fixed, and she is looking at a strange man, who speaks

vain and foolish words as if for a pastime Then
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Thamyris her betrothed became angry, and sprang up

(and) went out into the street, and was looking at

those who were going in and out to Paul."

Compare also, from the history of the Martyrdom

of St. Apian :

'^Even chaste virgins of the city, that were wont to be

kept in the chamber, hasted to see this wondrous sight",

and see the Jerusalem Targum on Gen. XLIX. 22.

In the verse above discussed it will have been

remarked that we have a symmetrical specification of

the four classes

:

house keepers \ qrindinq-maids \ „

- ^ masc. . , fern.
vien oj power

)

mistresses I

''As with the servant, so' with his master; as with

the maid, so with her mistress" (Is. XXIV. 2).

The same four classes are again mentioned in the

same order in Ps. CXXIII. 2:

''As the eyes of servants look unto the hand of

their masters, and as the eyes of a maiden unto the

hand of a mistress; so our eyes &c."

Verse 4.

p^TZJa Q-^nb" ''l^C^] The anatomists fail to interpret

the closing of the doors to the street, iv xfj dyoga, in

a rational and consistent way. The illustrations addu-

ced to support anatomical interpretations of D'^nbl would

be less inadequate if it were not for the occurrence of

the matter-of-fact word pITCn. Observe the eifect of

adding p1U33 to Job XLI. 14: "Who can open the

doors of his face [to the street]?" Moreover the lite-

ral use of plUJn in the next verse confirms the opinion
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that the clause in which it stands in ver. 4 is to he

taken in its natural sense , and after the manner of:

"Every house is shut up, that no man may come in.

There is a crying for wine in the streets, 'j'^^n by nniS

fliS1H3, all joy is darkened, the mirth of the land is

gone" (Is. XXIV. 10, 11). The closed door symbolises

the exclusion of visitors : a guest who receives his conge

complains, »ol»J^t ^j Ot>UiJCj.^ and the doors repulsed

me (El-Har. Makam. 15): in a time of mourning open

house is no longer kept. Conversely, the open door

is expressive of hospitality : ''The stranger did not lodge

in the street: but / opened my doors to the traveller"

(Joh XXXI. 32).

^?n^" ^V ^Stp3] On the falliny of the sound of the

mill. The proper significance of this can scarcely be

doubtful. As the preceding clause denotes the exclusion

of visitors, so this denotes that preparations lor their

reception are at an end: there is no more grinding to

he done for them: no more food to be prepared —
''Moreover I will take from them the voice of

mirth, and the voice of gladness, the voice of the bride-

groom, and the voice of the bride, the sound of the

milstones, and the light of the candle. And this

whole land shall be a desolation" (Jer. XXV. 10, 11).

"And the voice of harpers, and musicians, and of

pipers, and trumpeters, shall be heard no more at all in

thee; and no craftsman, of whatsoever craft he he,

shall be found any more in thee; and the sound of a

mils tone shall he heard no more at all in thee; And
the light of a candle shall shine no more at all in theej

and the voice of the bridegroom and of the bride shall

he heard no more at all in thee" (Rev. XVIII. 22, 23).
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Thus we have an explanation of the ceasing of the

grinding- -maids When they have icroiujht a little. They
have comparatively little to do because entertain-

ments are no long-er given. Contrariwise, the grinding

maids are hardworked on the occasion of an influx of

visitors

:

cpi'ifxrjV d' ^1 oYxoio yvr?) noobiztv a'AezQig

%}^r}6iov, ei'd-' UQU oi nvkui etaro Tioifikvi luwv,

rjjaiv 8Mde.xa nciaai ineQocoovTO yvvalxeg

cilcfira rev)fov6ai xal uX&iaxa, fivsldv avdotov.

at ^ei' cio cclXui evSov, krtd -autcc tivqov aksaaav,

i] dk fxi ovTiM Tiavar acpavpordri/ d' krirvxro.

Odyssey XX. 105—110.

bipb D^p^l] And the bird rises to {or for) voice —
sets up a screech— And all the daughters of song sink

down."

The parallelism suggests that liE22 should thus be

made a nominative^ in opposition to the English Ver-

sion: "Ae shall rise up at the voice of the bird;" i. e.

the old man, who has not been previously mentioned,

is either (1) disturbed by the slightest sound, or (£) rises,

owing to his wakefulness, with the birds, or at cock-

crow (from S1D2I dawn, according to the precarious con-

jecture of Bochart, &c.). But since the voice of the

mill is said to fall, and the daughters of song to sink

down or become inaudible, the intermediate clause is

most naturally applied to a rising of the bird with re-

ference to voice. For the construction. Dr. Ginsburg

quotes

:

I2ST1J/Gb 3^p : nniiTpb a^p : nianbT£'5 onp

Ps. LXXVI. 10. Ps. CXXXII. 8. Jer. XLIX. 14.

2*
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In Arabic, not dissimilarly, L»iS" v:>joli means in-

cepit plangere.

It may be added that the idea of rising for the

purpose of speaking'^ is a very ordinary one (Jer. XXVI.

17; Prov. XXXI. 28; Lam. II. 19; III. 62), and hence

nip may even be used alone as in Job XXI. 27 : "The

heaven shall reveal his iniquity; and the earth shall

inse up against him." The following, from Is. LIV. 17,

is doubly appropriate:

i^^TiJin uBTiJiab Trnx-n^pp "jiicb bs^

Lastly, it is to be noticed, that the same two words

bDT15, nnilJ which in this verse are used in parallelism,

with reference to falling sounds, are used in like man-

ner in Is. XXIX. 4

:

^n^nn fnxia nbBia'i

Tjbip f-jj^ia nix3 r\y\^

-.ri^ssn Tjnn^s "^sy^s^

The bird of evil omen.

Many commentators take the voice of the bird as

a typical slight sound, comparing ^l^SS (Is. XXIX. 4;

XXXVIII. 14), and understanding either that the old

man i^ disturbed by the least sound, or that the sound

of the mill^* rises to the piping voice of a sparrow,

Sie erhebt sich zur Stimme des Sperlings.*** But although

* In Job XIX. 18 the meaning is probably: "When I arose

to speak, they hooted me."

** Which some take to signify the mouth.
*** Gurlitt.
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IIDS may be connected with Ci^BS, it is not proved

that the ''voice of the bird^' could be thus used to

designate the feeblest of sounds. It remains to illu-

strate the meaning suggested by the heading of this

paragraph, that it was a sound of evil omen, or a

doleful sound, contrasting with the voices of singers.

Under certain circumstances indeed the voices of

birds are pleasant sounds, as in Cant. II. 11, 12: ''the

winter is past, and the voice of the turtle is heard in

our land"; or in a poem of Zohair, describing a pleas-

ant day spent on the banks of the Nile, where, in con-

nexion with the sound of the water-wheels, he men-

tions also as a source of pleasure, ^A ^A If \^y^\, the

voices of the singing birds. But on the other hand,

the voices of doves &c. are used as typical mournful

sounds, as in Is. XXXVIII. 14; LIX. 11; Ezek. VII.

16; and in Arabic^ passim; while the mention of a

bird's note as pleasing (Cant. II. 12) is in the Hebrew

Scriptures exceptional. But the birds of evil omen do

assume considerable prominence, and enter largely into

descriptions of desolation, as in the following passages:

"The cormorant and the bittern shall possess it;

the owl also and the raven shall dwell in it: and he

shall stretch out upon it the line of confusion and the

stones of emptiness" (Is. XXXIV, 11).

"Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and is be-

come the habitation of devils, and the hold of every

foul spirit, and a cage of every unclean and hateful

bird**" (Rev. XVIII. 2).

The idea is also classical.

It is important to notice that in the same passage it
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In Zeph. II. 14, discussed below, the birds at the

windows of a house are signs of mourning and desola-

tion, their voices being, as we sball see, contrasted

with TiltJ, the song of joy. There is also a passage in

the Psalms which shews that the word ^1S2 itself

might be applied to some particular bird of evil omen:
''1 am like a pelican of the wilderness ; I am like

an owl of the desert. I watch, and am as a bird*

alone upon the housetop'^ (Ps. CII. 6, 7).

We might also quote such passages as Mic. I. 8;

Job XXX. 29, 31, which I give according to the Au-

thorised Version, though without assuming that the

names of the animals in question are rightly ren-

dered :
—

"Therefore will I wail and howl, I will go stripped

and naked: I will make a wailing like the dragons,

and mourning as the owls"^"^" (Mic. I. 8).

"I am a brother to dragons, and a companion to

owls. My harp also is turned to mourning, and my
organ into the voice of them that weep" (Job XXX.
29, 31).

A comparison of these passages goes far to justify

the proposed interpretation of the voice of the bird,

regarded as of evil omen, in contrast with (1) the

sound of the mill and (2) the voices of musicians. The

double contrast is given in the Apocalypse, and the se-

cond part of it in Zephaniah and Job, In some of these

said: "the sound of a milstone shall be heard no more in thee'

(ver. 22). Coheleth connects the same two ideas.

* E. V. sparrow.

** n3S"> ni3a, which many take to be ostriches.
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passages the degree of desolation exceeds that in Co-

heleth's description; but in the Psalm^ where the actual

word 11B3S is used^ the bird of evil omen, which many-

suppose to be an owl, is merely represented as sitting

on the top of a house which is not described as dila-

pidated.

Compare further:

Solaque culminibus ferali carmine bubo

Visa queri, et longas in fletum ducere voces.

Aeneid. IV. 462, 3.

The voice of an owl is introduced by Shakespeare

in connexion with the death of Julius Caesar:

And yesterday the bird of night did sit,

Even at noonday, upon the market place,

Hooting and shrieking.

The raven of separation.

It is worth noticing however that the raven also

is mentioned as a sign of desolation in Is. XXXIV. 11,

and to compare the following, from Mr. Lane's Arabic

Lexicon s. v. ..waj:

^'
.jJuJf ^^t -c The raven of separation or disunion;

i. e. whose appearance, or croak, is ominous of separa-

tion .... called Ijlil because it makes [or shows]

separation to be absolutely unavoidable, according to

the assertion of the Arabs, i. e. by its croak. Hamzeh

says in his Proverbs that this name attaches to the

v^l-i because, when the people of an abode go away

to seek after herbage, it alights in the place of their

tents, searching the sweepings."
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Compare also :

^^ oo! ^j-yJt <^\^ ^Lo^

Because camels have had their nose reins attached, and

neighbours have parted from one another; and the raven of

separation has cried out, art tho7i mournful?

The following, from the dirge of Abu Bekr el

Dani in Ibn Khallikan, shews conclusively that that ''the

daughters of song" * are not necessarily singing birds

simply because they are mentioned in parallelism with

"the bird".

The ham.

LcjJI XAs(^ J^ (C*^ (•(^Sil f^y^

Lj^t ^Lklt JjllaJt v^'
Palaces that are void of their inhabitants, and toherein

are only the deer that go round about what is standing of

the images. The ham anstvers the Qada** therein, and it

is *ong since the singing girls ansicered the trilling finches.

* "Here singing birds, as is evident from the parallelism and

tte whole scope of the passage" (Ginsburg). But the parallelism is

one of contrast, to say nothing of the misuse of "i^ii:.

** The allusion here may be to a mythical bird which the an-

cient Arabs supposed to come forth from the head of the slain ; but

according i,o Freytag, the words used are applicable to the owl, or

any bird of the night, and the parallelism rather favours this in-

terpretation. Compare: "the satyr shall cry to his fellow" (Is.

XXXIV. 14).
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So in Coheleth:

The bird rises to voice:

The daughters of song are hushed;

the bird (Ps. CII. 6) being not improbably an owl.

ItT©'*'}] The daughters of song sink down, as regards

voice. For the genders compare Esth. I. 20.

"T^tDn !n^D3 bs] According to one opinion the "daugh-

ters of song" are singing birds. . But the word "i^TC

seems to be used only of articulate song, being appli-

cable for example to a song of David, but not to the

song of a bird. The one passage which I find quoted

on the other side helps to confirm this view. The

passage in question is from Zephaniah, where the Piel

of the corresponding verb is said to mean "howl", of

animals in the desert (Fiirst):

"Both the cormorant and the bittern shall lodge

in the upper lintels of it; their voice shall sing, bip

TlittJ'^, in the windows; desolation shall be in the

thresholds" (Zeph. II. 14).

But, as when it is said of an occasion of death

and mourning, "the songs of the temple shall howl"

(Amos VIII. 3, 10), the whole force of the expression

depends upon the contrariety of howling and singing,

so in Zeph. II. 14 the expression TC^W bip would

be pointless but for the inapplicability of the' term

sing to the voices of the birds previously mention-

ed. It is as if it were said that in the windows,

the pleasant places of concourse, the only song

should be the screech of the owl. I do not hesitate

then to interpret the "daughters of song" of singing
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women*, such as are spoken of earlier in the same

book

:

"I gat me men singers and women singers, W^ytS

f\TW\, and the delights of the sons of men" (Eccl. II. 8).

Although the strength of the allusion in the ''voice

of the bird" is to its being a sound of evil omen, we

may still say that it comes into notice all the more

for the falling of sound of the millj and may then

superadd its second and more important contrast with

the festive sound of music. Its double significance, as

(1) a sound of evil omen, which (2) becomes clearly

audible owing to the general hush, may be not in-

aptly illustrated from Marmion V. 20

:

The moon among the clouds rose high.

And all the city hum was by.

Upon the street, where late before

Did din of war and warriors roar.

You might have heard a pebble fall,

A beetle hum, a cricket sing'^''^.

An owlet flap his boding wing

On Giles' steeple tall.

It is a common artifice to express silence by the

audibility of slight sounds. The following curious illu-

stration is from a description of the desert by Dhu
Remmah

:

* It makes no great difference whether we say musicians or

instruments of music.

** The contrast between "The merry cricket" and the boding

owl serves also to illustrate ''the grasshopper &c. (ver. 5).
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There is a humming of the djinns by night in its pre-

cincts, like the sighing of the tree j^^Jjj^s. when the wind

bloios.

I am indebted to Hassoun Effendi for the above

illustration; as also for the following, relating to the

Aji, from the same poet Dhu Remmah:

b&..:SVj «xJo ''L^' ^^cXi

LpUc JuJUt ^f iUCdf .Ua
A devious little valley in the midst of which its ham

at the end of the night utters cries of the bereaved.

Lastly, to repeat from the Preface, verse 4 may
be thus paraphrased

:

Open house is not kept as heretofore

And the mill is no longer heard preparing food

for the reveller,

But the bird of evil omen raises his dirge,

And. the menry voice of the singing girl is silent.

After this, no further mention occurs of the house

and its inmates.

Verse 5.

Oa] Also. This emphatic word extends the area of

the description, marking a transition from ^^the house"

to the garden, or to the country at large, according as

n^a is applied to a particular house, or used generi-

cally. As was suggested in the Preface, we may con-

sider that a distinct class of people is now described.

It should be noticed that the anatomists fail to make

much of the word D3t, when they say: '^Moreover they

are afraid of ascending eminences on account of their
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weak limbs and short breath, and thej are too lame

easily to avoid the frights which might meet them on a

level road'' — no great advance on what had been said (?)

before about the incapacity of their limbs &c. Not to

say too much on this point, I will merely remark that

I prefer a rendering which gives a distinct emphasis

to the d:\.

^y] t^h^'Ci] They fear from on high, and terrors are

on the path. "jTa indicates the source of fear. In Hebrew

we say to fear from or from the face of a thing, where

in English the verb without a preposition following

would suffice. D'^rinnn is a ana^ ^.eyofievov, but its

meaning is not disputed : it is taken in the sense terrors,

according to an acknowledged usage of the verb nnn.

But the question arises, what is the significance of the

contrast, from on high . . . on the path? Now it is a

common mode of expressing extension, totality, and

the like, to make mention of limits which are in some

sense or other opposite, such as Alpha and Omega;

the beginning and the end; behind and before; hands and

feet; in the heaven above or in the earth beneath.

I suppose the last example to indicate the sense

in the passage discussed. The scene lies in the field

or garden, as the expressions almond ^c. suggest. The

people are oppressed by a pervading dread : the ''terrors

of death" have fallen upon them. To express this more

forcibly a symmetrical contrast is used , and it is said

that the terror not only lowers upon them from above

but lurks also beneath their feet. This form of ex-

pression, as used both of pleasure and its opposite, is

well illustrated by the following citations:
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'^\nd I will bring them into gardens of pleasant-

ness^ and they shall eat

from above them and from beneath their feet''' [Coran\ . 70).

"Say^ he it is that hath power to send upon you

punishment

from above you and from beneath yonr feet'''' [Coran

VI. 65).

"They shall fret themselves, and curse their king

and their God, and look upward. And they shall look

unto the earth; and behold trouble and darkness" (Is.

VIII. 21, 22).

According to these analogies the clauses discussed

may be taken as expressing more fully that "Terrors

shall make him afraid on every side''' (Job XVIII. 11).

Before proceeding to discuss in detail the next

three clauses,

nj'T^nxrj ibp")

it may be well to notice the argument from their par-

allelism.

1. With regard to the first verb fi?D% it is disput-

ed whether it is to be taken in a good sense or a bad

sense; but its parallelism with two verbs which signify

to groic heavy and to fail respectively, seems to indi-

cate that the bad sense is the more suitable.

2. Comparing the three substantives we may infer

in like manner that the second, which is rendered

"grasshopper", is to be taken in a good sense.
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3. Since n31''3i{ relates to the sense of taste, and

IpTS probably to that of sight, we may conjecture

for the sake of completeness that ii^n relates to the

sense of hearings and therefore denotes the grasshopper

with reference to its voice.

"^Hiy^S] According to some this is a future Hiphil

from 'J^ID or j!'2D to flourish, with an inserted S not be-

longing to the root; but Gesenius and others make it

a Hiphil from ysiD sprevit, with an unusual pointing. In

any case there is some difficulty about the form; but

the parallelism^ as suggested above ^ seems to indicate

that the bad sense is the most suitable^ and hence that

the word is most likely to be from the root ym^, al-

though some take it from y^'2, in the sense ausbl'uhen.

As regards the pointings some prefer to alter to the

Kal form. So Herzfeld, who quotes Deut. XXXII. 19,

fiJPI'J '^'P^.
55"'-% ''And when the Lord saw it, he ab-

horred them!\ But perhaps the simplest change, if

change be required"^, would be to read in the piel y)!sT'^

(Ps. LXXIV. 10). The Piel is used transitively m
2 Sam. XII. 14: ''because by this deed, PSX: yjsp,

thon hast given great occasion to the enemies of the

Lord to blaspheme". The usage of T\T^ shews that

the root '}!'Kj may afford a suitable sense in the passage

discussed. Compare: "Thus saith Hezekiah, This day is

a day of trouble, and of rebuke, and nSSI: for the

children are come to the birth, and there is not strength

to bring forth" ' (2 Kings XIX. 3); where r\'-\l UV is

also nSi{3 nV. So in Coheleth, where a nns UV is

* We might suppose the present pointing to have arisen from

accidental assimilation to that of 1|5T!J.
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described^ the root yaz, whatever be its precise mean-
ing-, is appropriate.

Assuming then that ysr comes from yn:, we may
understand, either

1. that the almond causes aversion; which would be

an emphatic way of expressing that it has lost its charm

and no longer pleases; or

2. that the almond refuses, fails to produce its blos-

soms; the sense being that external nature is represen-

ted as mourning. In 2 Kings XIX. 3, n^i^: d'','^ is a

day of failure, ' when ''there is not strength to bring

forth." For the present I shall adopt the former mean-

ing; the latter will be more particularly considered in

the sequel.

IpTL'n] The almond, with reference to its blossom;

although some take it of its fruit. It is. characteris-

tic of the almond that it flowers early: "Ex his quae

hieme, aquila exoriente, concipiunt flores, prima omnium

floret amygdala mense Januario" (Plin. H. N. 66, 25).

In accordance with this is the play on "pTC to watch

in Jer. I. 11, 12: "And I said, I see a rod of an al-

mond tree. Then said the Lord unto me. Thou hast

well seen, for I will hasten my word to perform it,

'iniuyb 'il'l by i:s? Ipir;"' where Rashi and others de-

scribe the almond as ni:b^xn bDb mip HID ii'^sinb nn'QTs.

The almond may then be taken as a harbinger of

spring,, or a spring blossom. Spring is a time of cheer-

fulness, and its flowers, are a source of delight: "Let

us fill ourselves with costly wine and perfumes, let

no flower of the spring"^ escape us'^ (Sap. Sol. II. 7).

The reading usiiog is found for eu(joc.
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"For lo, the winter- is past^ the rain is over and

gone; The flowers appear in the earth" (Cant. IV. 11. 12).

On the almond specially compare the verses of

Ibn Tamim,

^; JXI oot ;^lf ^y

(.L^jcst LujJI (^ 3 dbLT

Floiver of the almond, thou contest to us a prince of

all floicers; verily the days are so adorned by thee that

thou art as it were a smile upon the face of nature. *

But in a time of sadness the things which should

give pleasure fail to please : "the almond causes aver-

sion" : the spring blossorn has no charm. So it is a

mockery to sing songs to a heavy heart (Prov. XXV.
20); and strong drink is bitter to them that drink it

(Is. XXIV. 9), when grief has taken away the capacity

of enjoyment.

See also Duschak, zur Botanik des Talmud, p. 88.

where^ after an allusion to the use of the almond as a

^'Symbol der Zeugungskraft" in Indian mythology, and

to its spiritual significance in connexion with the call

of Jeremiah to the prophetic office, and with the blos-

soming of Aaron's rod (Num. XVII. 23), it is added

that, "Der Mandelbaum ist auch das Bild der morali-

schen Hoffnung &c.", and the following expressive lines

are quoted : .

* Lit. mouth of the world, or fortune. The word ^UI points

to the early blossoms of the almond ; so too does AmSj], a smile

being th-ought of as introductory to a laugh.
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Dem HofFnun^straum von schonrer Zeit

Der auf des Elends Stirn ergliiht

Die Mandelbliithe ist geweiht

Die an dem kalilen Zweige bliiht {Maare).

But in this day of mourning the very symbol of

hope looses its charm.

baPC'^"^] The hagah or grasshopper c/roics heavy or

makes itself a burden: its voice instead of giving pleasure

is felt to be troublesome. Compare el Hariri's JLaaa^I

xJUi the deeming his shadoic to be heavy. In this time of

mourning the most pleasant sound no longer pleases.

It is a mockery to sing songs to a heavy heart (Prov.

XXV. 20)-. Compare Amos VIII. 3; Job XXX. 31.

3jn"] It appears from the parallelism that we must

dismiss such meanings as "the devouring locust", and

take hagab as above in a good sense. The allusion is

probably to the rtTTi^, the voice of which was much
admired by the ancients. There may at first sight ap-

pear to be an objection to making liagab or uxQig mean

rixTi^, but from some of the illustrations given below

it would appear that axgig and r£rr/| were sometimes

used without much discrimination; and if uxQiq might

stand poetically for tbtti^, there is no difficulty in sup-

posing that the Hebrew equivalent of cixQiq might stand

for TSTT<|.

For the following valuable illustration from the

poetical works of Gregory Bar Hebraeus (Cambridge

M. S.^ Gg. 3. 30. pp. l-l, 3), I am indebted to R. L.

* The poem quoted, and some others, have been edited, but

very inaccurately, by von Lengerke.
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Bensly Esq., who has restored th6 sense of the sixth line

by his obviously sound conjecture ]-^cud (for ]-j:;.q_d), a

word which occurs in 2 Sam. XII, 31; 1 Chron. XX. 3;

and is a Syriac form of collaria.

.wA^ ])_I^ )nl'tS\o ,_iLi ]41js ]oi

.uA/99 \jt.ho] PA^ w.fiQ^J PoJ-s^ rr^?'^

.|990-tfc oXo ]o£ai:9 llc^? lyNn p ^-lioo

p A.!n A^
.
«^^ >.«-. UCCLSi^Uk^ (71^ ZOOI ]^ t1 4 )oi

.jTil ^^ '^5^ 1?'=^ ]£^4-=^ ^lo

On the Rose.

Lo Nisan hath come and breathed consolation to the

afflicted,

And with flowrets hath clothed hill and field in glory.

At the nuptials of the rose it hath invited and gathered

the flowers as guests.

And prepared the way that the bridegroom may go

forth from the chamber.
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•

Like brides lo
!
the flowers of the field are adorned.

And have gotten deliverance from the strong bands of
winter.

*

Lo! the tongue of the tcttaI is loosed and she^^ ever
sings,

And on the ^,/(iuru of the narcissus and the myrtle
pipes to the rose.

Lo! the lilies like brides from the xoncTiVE^,
Come forth adorned and exulting in the splendour of

colours.

Lo the rcrr/l is beside herself in love of the lilies.

And pipes poetry to the rose in the midst of the
gardens.

Here the chirp of the rirxil assumes prominence
as a symbol of a time which brings consolation to the
afflicted. Contrariwise in Coheleth the afflicted refuse
to be comforted by the voice of the T£rrt|.

Over the word osaa^^ in line 11 a later hand has
written \nNnV , i. e. the nightingale (Persian). It is

remarkable that the Terr/| was commonly classed with
song birds. Bar Bahlul s. v. gives the meaning ,,jj^

^AiaJf, a kind of bird.- The locust was also called

^ysuc^ and xms. Symmachus in rendering Jer. VIII. 7

* This illustrates Job XXXVIII. 31, according to one inter-

pretation: "canst thou bind the sweet influences of the Pleiades,
or loose the bands of Orion?"

Feminine, although generally the male rent,? is spoken of
as the singer.

3*
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has r^rr/| xut ayovg. In a translation of the Fables

of ^^Sophos", i. e. Aesop, S"iB"'2 C"1DI2"'D several times

occurs for tbtti^.

In Arabic, the word ^^ which is used of musical

and pleasant sounds, is applied to the locust {Lane);

but I have not met with any passages which would

serve as illustrations.

Numerous illustrations might be adduced from the

Greek. As regards fables relating to the rerTt|, see

those numbered 65, 172, 337, 399—401 in Karl Halm's

Aesopic collection. The last of these occurs in a ver-

sified form among the fables of Babrius."^ The rim^
having begged food of the ant in winter,

xi ovv knoielq, (p>]f^h ^^ r^tg^i xovxco;

ovx ^(yxolu'Qov, uXku diexelovv adojv.

ysXccaaq d' 6 ^VQpn}^, xov re nvgov kyxXeicov,

XUixavog oq/ov, (priGiv, el &egovg f/ffccg.

The Anacreontic ode gig xexxiycc deserves to be

quoted at length. It stands thus in Bergk's text:

MccxaQiCofjiEv ae, xaxxt^,

oxe dsvd'gecov ^n ccxqcov

o'Uyrtv dgoGov Tisncoxcog

^ccGilevg onwg cceideig'

ac( ydg kaxi xetvcc Tidvxa,

OTiooa i^XsTisig h> ccygoig,

/coTioaa (pegovGiv ojgai.

Gv 8i (fikia yeMgyav,

ano fit/devog xi ^autixcov
'

Compare the Latin of Phaedrus.
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6v de Tifxiog (iooToi(Tiv,

ijiQBOQ ylvxili; 7lQ0(fi?JTt]g'

cfilsovoi fiev <TE Movaai,

(fiXiei ds Qioi(3og avrtg,

XiyvQijv S" edcoxev ol^i,v
•

TO dl yrjQug o'v oe TEigei

aocpi, ytjyevTJg, (pilviuvs,

UTiai^f/g, dvuiuoaafjxE

'

axedov el OeoTg u/iioiog.

The following ilkistrations (see Fritzsche's Theocri-

tus) may be added

:

Tirrvyog ^Ttsi tvya (pigTsoov adeig.

Theocr. Id. I. 148.

^axQUxog dk tiot' axgidag Sg rig iQiaSco.

Theocr. Id. VII. 41.

dxQig, kficov unccrijfiu no^'iwv, TiUQafjiv&iov VTtvov,

axQig, agovQcch] Movocc. XiyimrigvyE,

avTOCpvhg fitfir^fia Ivgag.

Meleagr. Anth. Pal. VII. 175.

TO e'vTivovv Tov ronov cog ayani^rov xal (JcpoSgcc tjSv
•

S-SQivov re y.al kiyvgov I'TT/y/cZ t(o tujv Terriywv /o^w.

Plat. Phaedr. 230, C.

ccdeiv KeyovTUv oi xirxiyeg, uXku bl ui^gia ^ofi^el,

olov fxehrra.

Aristot. Hist. An. IV. 9.

yriQai S?) Tcolefioio neTiuvuevoi. cclX' ayogrirui

ka&Xoi, Terriyeaaiv koixoxeg, ohe xc(&' vXi]v

devd^eo) i(pet,6^evoi otiu "keigioeoGccv ielGiv.

II. II. 151-3.
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Illustrations from the Latin are less numerous. One
has already been given from Phaedrus. To this add,
from the fable, Cicada et noctiia,

Dormire quia me non sinunt cantus tui,

Sonare cithara quos putes Apollinis, &c.

In Virgil's Culex 151 the ''argutae cicadae" are

mentioned in connexion with the ''dulcia carmina" of

birds. The epithet '^querulae" in Georg III. 328 does
not describe the grasshopper's note as unpleasant. See
Culex 149. In one place we find ^'raucis cicadis", which
may seem to imply that their sound was held to be

unpleasant

:

O crudelis Alexi, nihil men carmina curas?

Nil nostri miserere? mori me denique coges.

Nunc etiam pecudes umbras et frigora captant;

Nunc virides etiam occultant spineta lacertos;

Thestylis et rapido fessis messoribus aestu

Allia serpyllumque herbas contundit olentes;

At mecum raucis, tua dum vestigia lustro.

Sole sub ardenti resonant arbusta cicadis. Eel. II. 6.

But this exactly illustrates the proposed interpre-

tation of 35tnn bDno"^, since it is a person in an un-

happy frame of mind to whom the cicada sounds hoarse.

isri'l] It fails (hiph. from TlS) viz. to attract ap-

petite.

n;i''li|:n] ;} xdnnaQic, LXX. Gesenius and others

make the word mean primarily ''•conciipiscentia^ cibi et

Veneris" (from nns to desire), and secondarily capparis,

this berry being supposed to act as an aphrodisiac.

But as Rosenmliller remarks, the passage quoted from

Plutarch Sympos VI, rrolXoi rm> anoaixcov, iXaiav ok-
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fiicida )Mu/3avovTag ij xdmiaQii' ysvadusroi, raxeoo^ ccvi-

Xu^ov, xal nc/.QmTi]GUVTO n)v oqe^iv, shews nothing

more than that the berries spoken of were regar-

ded as stimulating the appetite for food; and it has

also denied that a suitable meaning could be de-

rived from nasi, consentire. As regards the form of

the word ^'omnino simile non exstat/' In l^ter Hebrew
tniDi">nX (see Buxtorf ) stands for '^Baccae, minuti arborum

fructus, ut lauri, olivae, corni, myrti, et similium." It is

used also of ca^erbe7'ries , in contrast with the husk

O^nSp, thus:

j^D^-IDpn ns bD^SI n^ST^nxn nx pn^T, abjicit baccas,

et comedit cnrtices'\ On the vinum capparinum, we read

that "Ejus usus fuit olim in confectione suffitus aro-

matici sacri. R. Salomon tradit, Vinum capparinum

esse in quo cappares conditae sunt: alii volunt, Kappa-

ris esse nomen proprium loci ubi vinum provenit ge-

nerosissimum et fortissimum." It it appears then that

the caper may be regarded as a delicacy, or relish,

which appeals likewise by its fragrance to the sense

of smell. The rendering caper is very suitable to the

context, but, in the translation I have used olive as a

more familiar poetical symbol, not without regard to

the fact that this meaning appears from Buxtorf's

testimony to be actually admissible.

a'lSjrj Tfbh ^S] Because the maw— the lord of the pa-

lace above described, but having no longer any supe-

riority over common mew— is going, or according to the

LXX, has gone,

'raby JT^ln bi?] to the house of his eternity, elg rov

aicoviov roTXov (Tobit III. 6);, to the ''house appointed

for all living" (Job XXX. 33), in contrast with the
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house which he is leaving, or has left. In Syriac,

I'^Vv- Lt^ is used to denote a sepulchre. See Wright's

Apocr. Acts p. }.aio.

'Oil ^3301] It is more natural to take this of mour-

ners who are actually employed, than of mourners

waiting to be hired. See Jer, IX. 17, 18. I suppose

the preceding verses to describe the state of feeling

while the mourners go about In this verse it is said

first of all that there is a pervading awe, and it is

added that the sense of enjoyment is taken away. The

almond flower, prized for its beauty and its promise of

brighter days : the t^tt/|, so grateful to the ear of the

ancients : the caperberry, appealing by its pungent taste

to the palate, and perhaps also by its fragrance to the

sense of smell—one and all have lost their charm. It

is as if it were said that no pleasure was derived

from such a scene as that described in Cant. II. 11—13:

''For, lo, the winter is past, the rain is over and gone;

The flowers appear on the earth; the time of the singing

of birds (?) is come, and the voice of the turtle is heard

in our land; The fig tree putteth forth her green figs,

and the vines with the tender grape give a good

smell."

It is after the manner of Eastern poets, when de-

scribing scenes of pleasure, to make specific allusions to

the several senses. This practice is illustrated in a

striking way by a line cited by Mr. Lane from Halbet

el-Kumeyt, Chap. XI. Mr. Lane thus writes:

''AH the five senses should be gratified. For this

reason an Arab toper, who had nothing, it appears, but

iwne to enjoy, exclaimed

—

Ho! give me wine to drink; and tell me, This is wine.
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for on drinking, his sight and smell and taste and touch

would all be affected; but it was desirable that his

hearing should also be pleased."

According to the foregoing interpretation, the al-

mond flower, the T^rrt|, and the caperberry are repre-

sented as unattractive to the senses of the mourner.

According to another interpretation, already alluded to,

the figure is that of a sympathetic mourning of external

nature, the symptoms whereof would be such as are

described in Habak. III. 17: "the fig tree shall not

blossom, neither shall fruit be in the vines; the labour

of the olive shall fail, &c." So Coheleth may intend

to describe the ''merry cricket" as losing his briskness,

and a blight as falling on the choicest of fruits and

flowers. The idea of the mourning of external nature

is presented in a highly wrought form in the lines pre-

ceding those already quoted from the Dirge of Abu
Bekr el Dani. It is there said that, "Now that thou

art gone, the moon no longer keeps his station in the

sky, nor does the sun culminate smilingly at noonday.

The rain weeps for thee, and the wind rends her

robes, &c." Compare, in a somewhat difi'erent sense:

"In the day when he went down to the grave I caused

a mourning : I covered the deep for him, and I restrai-

ned the floods thereof, and the great waters were stayed

:

and 1 caused Lebanon to mourn for him, and all the

trees of the field fainted for him" (Ezek. XXXI. 15).

But there is no great difi'erence between the two

ways of applying the expressions' under discussion.

According to one interpretation the natural objects in

question are said to be themselves affected:^ according

to the other tne natural objects remain as before, but
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the mourners are in such a frame of mind that they

derive no pleasure from them. There is a like difference

between Amos VIIl. 3 (or Job XXX. 31), on the one

hand, and Prov. XXV. 20 on the other. In the one

case, the "song? of the temple howl", and cease lo be

what they were: in the other case, the songs are un-

changed, but the "heavy heart" takes no pleasure in

them. In the dirge of Coheleth, it is of comparatively

slight importance whether ver. 5 be taken subjectively

or objectively, the essence of the proposed interpreta-

tion being the same in either case.

Verse 6.

sib it"5« ny] The third stage in the description

now commences.

riD3r; brin pni'^] There is great difficulty in deter-

mining the exact nature of the figure employed in

this verse. The idea of the falling and breaking of a

lamp is in itself unsatisfactory, and there are also ver-

bal difficulties in the way of its adoption. As regards

details, many commentaters read priT^, following the

I'lp, and they assign to this a meaning in accordance

with the vulgate rendering: "antequam rumpatnr funi-

culus argenteus". The verb occurs once only^ viz in

Nah. III. 10: D^pTn 'ipnn n-'b-ns boi, "and all her great

men were bound in chains"; and it has to be assumed

that the word in Coheleth has the opposite meaning,

entketten. Some who are dissatisfied with this suppose

the true reading to be "p^jV], while Tobiah ben Eliezer

and other^ take pD"! as a collateral form of ptlD, the

meaning in either case being to break. But the break-
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ing of the "silver cord'^ which, if the image be from

a lamp
J
may be assumed to be metallic— perhaps

|]-|i^?
]£u.Q_4/, funiculus ferri, such as we find elsewhere

spoken of in connexion with hanging lamps—would be

an extraordinary occurrence, and very unsuitable as a

type of natural death. For this reason alone the po-

pular interpretation might well be rejected, to say no-

thing of the difficulty of arriving at the desired mean-

ing break. Of modern writers Zockler reads, according to

the DTD, p'^'}'], in the sense (/ive way. The dvarQamj

re axoiviov of the LXX appears to have been derived

from the reading of the ITiD. Supposing the true mean-

ing to be that the silver cord lengthens out, or re-

moves to a distance, it is still a matter of conjecture

in what way this meaning is to be applied. The "giv-

ing way" of a lamp-chain is not a biblical image of

death, and cannot be said to resemble the mere ex-

tinction of a lamp— a figure which is frequently em-

ployed. It is more probable that the allusion is in

some way to the process of loeaving or spiyininy, which

took a prominent place amongst indoor employments

(Prov. XXXI. 13), and is therefore suited to stand in

parallelism with the subsequent allusions to the sprinq

and well, which were centres of outdoor work and life.

If we suppose the allusion to be to some delicate kind

of work with choice materials, we shall have no diffi-

culty in explaining the "silver cord or thread." The

lengthening out, or coming to an end, or breaking off of

the thread of life is a sufficiently familiar image (Is.

XXXVIII. 12; Job VII. 6; Ovid. Her. 12, 4). It re-

mains to be considered whather the silver cord is to

be taken alone or in connexion with what follows.
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nn-Tn rbj y'}^'}'] J- D. Michaelis in his Deutsche

Uehersetziing des Alien Testaments^ rnit Anmerkungen fiir

Unyelehrte, renders this clause and the preceding: "ehe

der Silberstrick wieder zusammen gekettet, und die

giildene Kugel der Lampe wieder gebessert wird;" and

he adds by way of explanation: "^die Kette bricht^ die

Kugel lallt zu Boden, und wird beschadigt, dies ge-

schieht im Tode, aber der Werkmeister bessert die zer-

brochene Lampe_, und stellet sie von neuem wieder auf,

dies ist ein Bild des Lebens nach dem Tode." This

extraordinary interpretation is truer to the image sup-

posed to be employed than the view now generally

adopted. It has been remarked that the metallic sus-

pender of a lamp would be very unlikely to break: it

may be added that the ''golden bowl" of the lamp

might fall and not be so damaged but that a little

mending would set it right again. Gesenius attempts

to elude the difficulty by assuming that the bowl and

the cord are not metallic : ''Similitudo petita est a

lampade e materia fragili facta, sed deaurata, e funi-

culo argenteo (h. e. serico cum fills argenteis) pendente,

et abruptio fili mortem significat". But we have no

right to assume that the gidlah, if a lamp-bowl, would

be non-metallic (Exod. XXV. 31 sqq.; Zech. IV. 2;

Rev. I. II); and independently of this there remains

the objection that Coheleth is describing the death

which is common to all, and would therefore not have

used so strange and exceptional a figure as the falling

and breaking of a costly and carefully tended piece of

furniture. It is in the nature of lamps to burn out or

be extinguished, but not to fall and be broken. Lastly,

it has not been made out that fin could be taken intran-
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sitively or passively in the sense be broken. The meaning

of '}^^"i^ in Is. XLII. 4 is disputed.

It is natural to take f^p^ as the future of "j^Ti, to ritn,

but the meaning of n33 (LXX av&e^iov) is more doubt-

ful. In Zech IV. S it is used of the bowl of a lamp:

in 1 Kings VII. 41 of the capitals of columns : in

Josh. XV. 19 of springs of water. Rejecting these

significations, I conjecture that n53 may mean much
the same as b^b3, their common root denoting roundness

in form or motion. The latter word occurs in the fol-

lowing contexts: ''the two leaves of the one door were

folding, n''b''ba" (l Kings VI. 34); ''his hands are -^b-^ba

SHT" (Cant. V. 14), where the meaning is not quite

certain. ^' There xcere white, green, and blue hanginc/s,

fastened with cords of fine linen, f13 "'b^na, and purple

to silver rings, qoD "'b'l'bi; by, and pillars of marble"

(Esth. I. 6). In the second and third of these passa-

ges b">b3, being parallel with 'l^TS?, might denote some-

thing cylindrical. Again, the passage from Esther is

the more appropriate as an illustration, because in it

bnri and biba are mentioned together, like bnn and nba

in Coheleth. Perhaps bib:^ should be rendered roller,

and nba reel; we might then taken 'y^'^T\ to mean run

or spin round, the word being applicable to rapid mo-

tion, circular or otherwise. The hurried motion of the

spinning wheel typifies life hastening to its close:

''My days are swifter than a weaver's shuttle, ^nij "^W,

and are spent without hope" (Job VII. 6). In Job

IX. 25 it is said: "my days are swifter than a yn"

(lit. runner), where the comparison suggests that '^'\

may be another name for 5'IS; in corroboration of which

it may be remarked that the Greek word for icheel,
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TQo/og, means literally a runner. At any rate it may
be said that the use of f1"in is not unfavourable to the

supposition that "b^ signifies a reel, or some kind of

wheel. We may either suppose the spinning of the reel

to be— as indeed it most probably is—a complete figure

like that in Job VII. 6; or we may connect it in some
way with what is said of the '^silver cord"^ thus when
the thread escapes or comes to an end—viz. at the

completion of the spinning—the wheel ^ being released

from the strain put upon it, spins round rapidly. The
image would thus be from the running down, as we
should say, of the machinery employed. Or perhaps

nblj (= a roll^ T}byc) may denote the fabric which falls

off when the work is ended (Is. XXXVIII. 12). So

in Job VII. 6 ;^1X is sometimes said to denote not the

shuttle but the texture. We should expect some diffi-

culty in dealing with what may be technical terms in

spinning or weaving; but^ to speak generally, it is ad-

mitted that a metaphor from such operations would be

according to analogy, while on the other hand there is

no example of anything like the metaphor from the

breaking of a costly lamp as applied to natural death.

Moreover, it is by no means certain that the "silver

cord" and the "golden gullah" are to be taken in con-

nexion with one another. On the contrary, the paral-

lelism favours the idea that this first hemistich, like

the second, contains two distinct though analogous

figures; and if this be the case it is sufficiently obvious

that the lamp-theory would have to be given up, and,

I think, almost equally obvious that that the metaphor

in bnn is from the thread used in spinning.
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"13 nai^ri] The shattering of a common pitcher*

is on the contrary a recognized Biblical image. Some
have attempted to establish a connexion between the

two hemistichs of ver. Q; but it is evident that there

are two sets of figures ^ the one relating to the ''plea-

sant' vessels" of the more delicate indoor employments,

and the other to the ruder out door life of the drawers

of water. Compare : ''and his spring shall become dry,

and his fountain shall be dried up : he shall spoil the

treasure of all pleasant vessels" (Hos. XIII. 15); "The
precious sons of Zion, comparable to fine gold, how are

they esteemed as earthen pitchers, the work of the

hands of the potter" (Lam. IV. 2. See 2 Tim. II. 20).

The breaking of the pitcher is a general figure, i. e.

it symbolizes the destruction of the mans whole life,

not of any particular member of his body (Jer. XVIII.

6; Is. XXX. 14; Ps. II. 9).

^'^312" b>'j The pitcher is shattered over the yin'a,

by which is meant a spring appearing at the surface of

the ground, as opposed to the deep "well" next spoken

of. Compare the reduplication— "spring'', "fountain"

—

in Hos. XIII. 15.

bab^n '}^"i:'l] This figure is a variation on that of

the shattered pitcher, but there is some difficulty in

determining its precise meaning. I should conjecture

from the parallelism that bjibDi denotes the vessel which

in a nin or well corresponds to the "O of a "spring".

According to this conjecture it would denote a bucket,

with reference to its rounded form. A similar applica-

tion of the root appears in ribsbii, ^^cranium, a figura

* Compare the contrast in Levit. VI. 28.
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globo simili dictum" ; while the word itself in later

Hebrew means a sphere. The use of f^'\ fits in with

this hypothesis. It denotes a less complete breaking

than -QTU, with which it contrasts in niaiT^ i?b '^^T^ Hip

(Is. XLII. 3. see Ezek. XXIX. 7). In the present

context it might describe the wearing out of the bucket

(attached to a simple rope) by friction against the side

of the well. The usual interpretation is that bjibji is a

wheel which was used in drawing water from the well

;

but it is doubtful whether such an apparatus was in

use at the time and place of w^riting, whatever they

may have been. Elsewhere in the Old Testament there

is no corresponding allusion^ and even in the New
Testament the winding apparatus is not recognized : ^'Sir,

thou hast nothing to draw with, and the well is deep"

(Joh. IV. 11). In the Desert of the Exodus, p. 389,

there is a woodcut of the well of Beersheba, and it

is remarked: ''the Bedawin, to whom the Scriptures

are unknown, still point with pride to the great work

which their father Ibrahim achieved; and, as they draw

water from it for their flocks, the ropes that let the

buckets down still glide along the same deep furrows

in the masonry by which the Patriarch's servants let

down theirs," To the same effect see Tristram's Land

of Sinai, p. 373. Nachtigal assigns some importance

to the question when he writes: ''In Absicht des Rades

der Cisterne vergleiche man die Abbildung des persia-

nischen Brunnenrads in Shaws Beschreibung der Reise

durch die Barbarey und die Levante. Vielleicht konnte

man aus diesem "Rad der Cisterne" eher als aus den

persischen Worten, die man in diesem Buche zu finden

glaubt, auf eine spate Verfertigungsperiode desselben.
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oder doch einiger Theile schliessen. In andern hebrai-

scben Biichern finden wir nemlich nur Beschreibungen

von einfachen Cisternen ; und so konnte man vermuthenj

dass die Israeliten diese kiinstlichen Vorrichtungen erst

in den neuen Verbindungen kennen lernten, in welche

sie durcli ihren Aufenthalt in den babylonischen Lan-

dern kamen. Docli kannten sie diese schon seit Sale-

rno's Zeiten." But whatever date be assigned to Eccle-

siastes, the difficulty to some extent remains (Joh. IV. 11).

Even if it were granted that a wheel was in use, we

might suppose b^b'^ to mean no't the machinery for

winding but the thing pioved by it (Ps. LX XXIII. 4),

i. e. either the bucket or the water drawn up by wind-

ing. I doubt whether an injury done to the wheel

itself is a natural image of a man's death. Here again

Michaelis finds an allusion to life after death : "der

Eimer, mit dem man das Wasser heraufzog, zerbricht,

aber das Werk wird wieder hergestellt: so stirbt der

Mensch, und Gott giebt ihm ein zweites Leben". Cer-

tainly the breaking of the wheel does not express an

irretrievable loss. The simile wanted is more like that

of ''broken cisterns, that can hold no water" (Jer. II.

IS) ; or burst bottles from which the wine is lost (Mark.

II. 22). Compare 2 'Sam. XIV. 14: ''For we must

needs die, and are as water spilt on the ground, which

cannot be gathered up again". The breaking of the

wheel so that water can no more be drawn, does not

make a good parallel to the returning of the spirit to

God. The pouring back of water once drawn, whether

from the wearing out of the bucket or otherwise, is a

more suitable idea.

nian bK] The bucket is broken toicards, or in
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such a way that its contents are poured back into,

the ivell.

'y\ ^^yi] There are cases in which bs and by are

used indiscriminately; but the parallelism suggests that

they are here used accurately. The body returns by

upon* the earth as it was, like the pitcher which is

shattered visibly iifon or over the spring : while the

spirit returns to God who gave it, like the contents

of the bucket which are poured back bSj5 into the hid-

den depths of the well (Prov. XX. 5): ^'Unto the

place from which the rivers come^ thither they return

again" (Eccl. I. 7).

But to conclude, I think it clear that the ima-

ges in 6'' are of an altogether diffefent kind from

the image or images in 6*. In 6^ there are two ana-

logous but distinct images, the one referring to a spring,

the other to a well : hence the parallelism leads us to

infer that 6* also comprises two distinct images. If

so, it may be assumed that the „silver cord" is simply

the familiar image of. the thread of life, and that the

meaning of the obscure gullah is in some way ana-

logous.

•' Like nnbn ^3S is, Ezek. XXXII. 4.

'* Compare Jud. IX. 53 for the use of y'i2. This properly be-

longs to VTi, but see the lexicons.



Section II.

The Anatomical rendering.

The anatomists not unfrequently state the principle

of their rendering as follows: —
"Corporis^ senilis fragilitatem sub perpetua allegoria

doimis ante aculos ponit, quae concussis et labefactatis

fundamentis manifesta dat ruinae signa" (Eosenmiiller).

They then proceed to cite passages which describe

the body as tov ^coov axT]vog, and omit to notice that

their rendering does not really correspond with the il-

lustrations adduced. The fabric of the house is but
slightly alluded to, the attention being concentrated
on its inhabitants. If the house itself is mentioned it

Is only subordinately, in the expression Yionsekeepers:

the windows are not directly mentioned, but only the
lookers out at the windows: even the doors ^ as I ven-
ture to think, merely symbolize by their being closed

the exclusion of visitors: but at any rate they are not

represented as off their hinges or in any way damaged:
nor is the faintest allusion to the dilapidation of the

house anywhere to be found. That which makes the
A*
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staple of Coheleth's description is the condition of the

household as distinct from the fabric, and the real que-

stion is whether the individual body was likely to have

been described as a collection of grinding-maids , lookers

out of window^ and the like. We might indeed cite the

fable of the contention between the belly and the limbs,

where the latter, which are described as persons, com-

plain that they have to work while the belly reaps the

fruit of their labour; or again, Cicero's:

"Sensus autem, interpretes ac nuntii rerum, in ca-

pite tamquam in arce mirifice ad usus necessaries et

facti et collocati sunt. Nam oculi tamquam speculato-

res altissimum locum obtinent, ex quo plurima conspi-

cientes fungantur suo munere" (De Nat. Deor. II. 14U);

which is the best illustration of any detail in the ana-

tomical rendering that has been adduced. But although

the eyes may be called speculatores , it does not follow

conversely that speculatores in any given context means

eyes; and it should be borne in mind that it is this

converse form which requires illustration in the passage

discussed. The question is not whether Coheleth is

likely to have said directly that the eyes are like look-

ers out of window, but whether by the bare mention

of 'r^l mxi he is likely to have meant eyes. The im-

portant difference between the direct and converse com-

parisons may be further illustrated from the Song of

Songs. Could the word doves, without explanation,

stand for eyes, simply because it is said (IV. 1) con-

versely: "Thine eyes are doves"? or could sheep in like

manner stand for teeth, because it is said (IV. 2):

'^'Thy teeth are like a flock of sheep that are even

shorn, which come up from the washing; whereof
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every one bear twins, and none is barren among
them " ?

If the anatomical rendering is to be retained it

ought to be shewn that its details are consistent. Not
to make too much of the mere mixture of images

sanctioned by most interpreters, who, having a vague

conception that the* body is described as a "house",

proceed to make some member parts of the fabric, as

doors, and others the inhabitants, keepers of the house,

&c., I think that it will be found scarcely possible to

harmonize the various details on any rational plan.

But assuredly, unless a consistent whole can be made

out, there is but slight reason for granting the details

of the interpretation. ^^Grinding-maids" and "lookers

out of window" are not such obvious expressions for

teeth and eyes as to be quite independent of the con-

text for their anatomical meanings; and yet these, be

it remarked, are emphatically the strong points of the

rendering, which has very little else but tradition to

rest upon. That consistency may be fairly demanded

would be doubtless admitted to a certain extent by all

anatomists. Compare the argument of Professor Tayler

Lewis on the closing of the doors (ver. 4):

"The old sensualist, he who had lived so much

abroad and so little at home, is shut in at last. With

no propriety could the mouth be called the sti'eet door*,

through which the master of the house goes abroad

:

especially when regarded, as this interpretation mainly

regards the mouth, in its eating or masticating function.

* This is a common view, since the doors are mentioned in

connexion with the mill, and the milleresses are "teeth".
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It is rather the door to the interior, the cellar door,
that leads down to the stored or consumed provision,

the stomach, or belly".

But let us say that the doors are ears: the grind-
ers teeth: the lookers out of window eijes: the house-
keepers, including of course doorkeepers, arms: the
strong men legs; and we may deduce that it is a func-
tion of the arms to open and shut the ears, which in-

close the eyes, teeth, and legs. The propriety of thus
applying the test of consistency is pointedly suggested
by the foregoing argument cited from an anatomist.

The same writer, whose judicious attempts 'to bring
out "a primary meaning" prove that he is well nigh
a convert to the literal rendering, remarks in another
place:

"The outward figure is that of a lordly mansion
— a palace or castle with its soldiers &c. It is a

luxurious mansion with its gates once standing wide open
to the street to admit the revellers, now closing to the
street".

But if the outward figure is that of a house ex-

cluding revellers, there must be some reason to be as-

signed for their exclusion; and what can this be except

that the master of the house is no longer in a condi-

tion to give entertainments? If this be granted, what
more is required? and why express the same thing over

again hieroglyphically? or to put this argument gene-
rally, if, as anatomists agree, the picture is that of a

"house" of which the members are in a state of per-

turbation, to what is this perturbation to be referred,

if not to the terrors of death? but if the presence of
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death is literally described, the conditions of the con-

text are already satisfied.

The most complete example of enigmatical anatomy

which I can recall is given by el Hariri; but it is only

a sort of converse of the popular rendering" of Cohe-

leth, and even el Hariri, with all his excruciating subt-

lety, puts the reader on his guard; the whole run of

the passage shewing that a literal rendering is impos-

sible. The following is cited from Professor Chenery's

translation of el Hariri. Makam. 13: —
"Know, O ye who are the refuge of the hoping,

the stay of the widowed, that I am of the Princes of the

tribes, the ladies that are kept jealously :—My people

and my husband were wont to settle on the Breast, and

to journey at the Heart, to burden the Back, to ad-

vance the Hand; but when Fortune destroyed the Arms,

and pained the Liver by means of the Limbs; and tur-

ned about till Back was Belly; then the Eyeball grew

dim, and the Eyebrow restless, and the Eye went forth,

and the Palm was lost and the Forearm grew dry, and

the right hand broke, and the Elbows departed, and

there remained to us neither Front tooth nor Eye tooth.

—Now since the Green life was become Dust-coloured,

and the Yellow loved one has been tarnished, my White

day is made Black, and my Black temple is made

White, so that the Blue -eyed enemy has pitied me,

and now, welcome the Red death!

The explanation of this speech is as follows:

—

My people and my husband were wont to sit in

the first place in the assembly; to march at the centre

or headquarters of the army ; they mounted their

friends on the backs of their camels; they conferred
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favours: but when Fortune destroyed those who helped

them^ and afflicted them by taking away their children

and servants, who laboured for them and brought them

gain; and when their state was completely overthrown;

then, whoever looked to them with respect withdrev*-;

and their attendants were insolent; and their coin left

them; and their quiet was lost; and their fire-staff gave

no spark; their power was broken; their comforts and

conveniences were scattered ; there remained not a

camel, young or aged. Now, since the plenty of life

has become barren, and the loved gold coin has turned

aside from me, my happy day has been saddened, and

the black hair of my temples has been whitened, so

that the blue-eyed Greek, my enemy, has pitied me,

and now, welcome death in war!"

This, and other illustrations that have been given,

may appear to some to favour more or less the anato-

mical rendering. Let the reader judge for himself. I

now proceed to particulars, remarking that the great

contrariety of opinion amongst the commentators seems

to shew at any rate that no particular anatomical com-

bination has been even approximately made out, and

to suggest grave doubt as to whether it is possible to

combine the details harmoniously in any way what-

ever. The more thorough anatomists begin to allego-

rize at ver. 2, and carry on their anatomy to the end

of ver. 6: others begin at ver. 3 and break down after

ver. 4, or even make the latter mainly literal.
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Details.

Verse 2.

The sun is the forehead, which is wrinkled and no

longer bright in old age : or superior pars animae ra-

tionalis.

The light is the nose, which stands -for the coun-

tenance.

The moon is the cheeks: or the breath, which being

taken away from a man the light of his eyes has gone

from him: or the irrational part of the anhna.

The stars are the pupils: or the cheeks: or the

bowels. *

The clouds which continually return are the tears

for his mg-ny ills : or the icatering of his weak eyes : or

"pingitur hie senectus rheumatibus o\i\s.o^\2i
,

quae rheu-

mate liberata multa ejectione pituitaCj seu ore, seu na-

ribus, seu transpiratione cujusvis partis, nova fluxione

denuo obruitur; de quo proinde dicere queas, Nubes

post pluviam revertuntur."

Verse 3.

The keepers of the house are the hands and arms:

or the ribs, back, &c. which protect the soft parts: or

the faculties which consult for the safety of the body:

or facidtates quatuor quibus vita continetur, attractivam,

concoctivam, retentivam, et purgativam".

* I quote this at second hand from the English edition of

Lange's Bibelwerh.
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The strong men are the arms: or back: or legs: or

thighs: or knees.

The grinders are the fee^A, which are apt to be

the dirtiest part of an old man's person.

The lookers out of ivindow are the eges, the win-

dows being the eyelids: or the other four senses, ex-

cluding the sight which some suppose to have been

mentioned in ver. 2.

Verse 4.

The doors which are shut to the street are the

anus ov pudenda, old men suffering from constipation &c,

:

or the mouth and lips (Ps. CXLl. 3; Mic. VII. 5; Job

XLI. 6); or the ears. The Chaldee has: '^Et erunt

pedes tui ligati ut non prodeant in plateard". Some

commentators quoted in Poli Synopsis boldy allegorize

the street itself into a part of the body: ^'Intellige

labia: vel os, quod cordis ostium est. Hoc autem re-

ferri possit tum ad comestionem, turn ad loquutionem;

tum ad oesophagum, sive fistulam cibariam^ per quam

cibus descendit in ventriculum; tum ad arteriam sive

fistulam spiritualem, qua spiritus sive halitus descendit

in pulmones. Hae fistulae forsan conferuntur plateae,

vel viae qua descenditur in varias corporis partes; quae

etiam fores habent, quae unam viam claudunt et alteram

aperiunt^ ut cibus recta in stomachum, non autem in

pulmonem, deferatur. Hae fores in senio quasi occlu-

duntur, nee officio suo rite funguntur.".

The sound of the mill which 'falls is the sound

of chercing, "dentes inter masticandum non strident.
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ceu in juventute ubi crustas, ossicula, &c. fortiter ac
sonore confringimus" : or the voice*: or the reference
is to digestion, &c. the "interior mola ventriculi, ut pa-
rum crepat, ita parum comminuit": but some anato-
mists interpret this detail literally**, "The most fami-
liar household so7mds, such as that of the grinding of
the mill, are faintly heard."

The voice of the bird is taken literally, and the
clause is made to mean that the mill rises to the voice

of a sparrow: or that the old man rises at the voice of
the cock: or at the voice of any small bird, since he is

wakeful and easily disturbed. Dr. Smith, having ex-

tracted an allusion to sleepiness from ver. 2, notices the

objection which might be made to bringing in the op-

posite symptom of wakefulness and thus proceeds:

"Utrumqiie symptoma senibus ascribit Hippocrates.

Deficit nimirum illi somnus naturalis, redundat autem
somnus praeter naturam."

The daughters of song which sink down are the

vocal organs, "labia, pulmo, guttur, lingua, palatum,

dentes &c." : or the organs receptive of sound, viz. the

ears: or 2iCt\X2l musicians.

* The mill sounds only while the grinders (= teeth) work.

Hence talking and chewing are necessarily contemporaneous.

** Dr. Gratz shews considerable independence in his com-

ments on ver. 4. The mill is a mill: but the doors are ears-, the

man is stone-deaf, his ears being closed "bei dem vielfdltigen

(bs3) Gerausche der Miihle" — compare "die Miillerinnen feiern"

(ver. 3). As for the emendations bs3 , "HUri"' , compare again Is.

XXIX. 14.
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Verse 5.

The height which they fear means hills: or ladders*:

or heaven to which they are ^oing: or God. The plural

IS?"!'!'' being in want of a nominative ^ some supply his

legs, and others his thoughts.

The almond** which flourishes is white hair, since

its pink blossoms ''seem at the time of their fall ex-

actly like white snow flakes'' : or old age which comes

quickly, like the almond which blossoms in the early

spring: ox pudenda feminae: or glans virilis: or os sacrum,

which seems to sprout out as the flesh falls away: or

a fruit too hard for old men to bite, or too high for

them to reach : or the waking spirit which takes wing

at the time of death.

The locust or grasshopper which grows heavy

is**'^ the fundament: or membrum virile, which in the

old man seems like a dead weight: or the meaning is

that ''particula salax herniam contrahit"— Dr. Gratz

writes: "Das poetische Bild -deutet Luzzatto allein ganz

richtig vom Springen der Heuschrecken, iibertragen auf

das ganze membrum" . Or it is the ankles and legs, swel-

ling "podagrae tumoribus" (.lerome): or the stiffening

caput femoris : or the scraggy old man who looks like a

locust, "quia ossa exstant, et corpus est exhaustum":

or the abdomen "qui gravis fit in senibus obesis, ut

* Or say stairs, if the old man stays indoors, according to the

Targum on ver. 4.

** Taken as a flowei*, or a fruit, &c. as the case may be. VXi''

is also taken in various senses.

*** This involves an interchange of S and n.
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plurimum, et nimia pinguedine laborantibus. Notum
est autem locustas solo fere abdomine constare": or the

once active creature which now walks with difficulty^ or

has to be carried : or destructive influences which impair

the constitution: or the tJiorn tree bearing love apples:

or the s-pirit^ like the locust at the time of its transfor-

mation raising itself to fly. Or the meaning is ^'conve-

nient cicadae^ with reference to their ^"^stridula et quae-

rula vox'\ Professor Tayler Lewis thus sums up, with

reference to a similar list of meanings. "Most of these

hypotheses seem absurd, and all of them inconsistent

with the simplicity and directness of the whole picture.

After all, none of then seems so obvious as that which

is given by some Jewish commentators, and suggests

itself directly from our common English Version, na-

mely, that it is a hyperbolical expression of feebleness

:

He cannot hear the least weiflitP

The so-called desire which fails is sexual desire*:

or penis erectiis: or the old man like a dead ripe ca-

perberry: or the miserable spirit or life: or discernment.

The mourners who go about in the street are

actual mourners who go about actual streets. Thus the

allegory again collapses, to be revived again in the

following verse.

* "Sed quum quaedam senectutis incommoda in iis quae prae-

cedunt Noster per figuras descripserit , non est verisimile eum nunc

in proprium sermonem transire". This argument of RosenmiiUer's

is Valid on the assumption that what precedes is figurative; but

the same sort of argument consistently applied wotJd seem to in-

dicate that ver. 3—5 are wholly literal.
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Verse 6.

Dr. John Smith and Moses Mendelssohn interpret
this verse of the circulation of the blood:

•Magna in hoc et praecedente membro continetur my-
steria, ab aliis nondum patefacta. Nempe ut Prophe-
tiae Danielis et Apocalypticae Clausae sunt et obsignatae
usque ad tempus Jinis

,
quum earum impletio verum sen-

sum aperit: pariter, quum verus cordis usus et verus,
h. e. circularise sanguinis in corpore motus ab aetate
Salomonis ad nostra usque tempora ignotus fuerit, sen-
sum hujus loci nondum perceptum esse necesse est:
eum autem sic eruo. Ad vitalem facultatem haec re-
fero.

^

Vita hominis praecipue in sanguine consistit.

Sanguinis prim aria sedes et fons est cor, ubi fit, et
unde dispergitur per totum corpus. In corde duae sunt
cavitates sive ventriculi, dexter et sinister Sic
ergo praesens locus explicandus est. Per cadum sive
urceum intelligo venas ... per fontem dextrum cordis
ventriculum.

. . Hoc adeo luculentum est ut veteres
etiam interpretes hunc fontem exponant de jecore, unde
venas oriri falso putarunt; quod si cognovissent venas
a dextro cordis ventriculo proficisi, hujus unius vocis
emphaticae ductu ad veram loci intelligentiam indubie
perducti essent. . Ex dictis patet doctrinam
illam de circulatione, quae hodie merito Harvaeana di-

citur a nostrate CI. B. Harvaeo, prius fuisse Salomoni-
cam, et ipsi compertam.

This and a good deal more to the same effect may
be found in Poli Synopsis. But to pass on:
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The Sliver cord is the spinal cord or marroic*: or

Junes amoris (Hos. XI. 4) : or urine: or the lacteal ducts.

But some anatomists take this and what follows lite-

ralljj ^'de ornamentis vel de magis necessariis instrumen-

tis vitae."

The golden bowl is the skull: or the cerebral mem-

brane: or membrum virile: or the heart. Another com-

mentator writes: '^Locum intelligo de bile, quae in

senecta minus solet vasis suis contineri."

The pitcher is the belly.

The wheel is the heart: or the lungs: or the skull:

or the alvus, which '^minus respondeat temporibus suis,

modo citatior, modo adstrictior" : or the man who be-

comes clods and rolls into the grave.

The fount ai7i is the bladder: or the rei?is; or the

vei7is.

And so in inf., the whole passage anatomically con-

sidered being as vague as the clouds on which Hamlet

comments :

Hoin. Do you see yonder cloud, that's almost in

shape of a camel?

Pol. By the mass; and 'tis like a camel, indeed.

Ham. Methinks, it is like a weasel.

Pol. It is back'd like a weasel.

Ham. Or like a whale.

Pol. Very like a whale.

* "Solent enim senes breviari quod illis brevietur medulla"

(VataUus). It is buried in the body "sicut argentum est in pro-

fundis terrae" {Smith).
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Semiliteral renderings.

An attempt to displace the Anatomical Rendering

was made by Johann David Michaelis in his Deutsche

Uebersetzung des Alien Testaments mit Anmerkungen fur

Ungelehrte, 1771. His interpretation amounts to a work-

ing" out in detail of the figure: '^The night cometh,

when no man can work"; the approach of death being

supposed to be described by Coheleth under the form

of the Approach of Night. His interpretation is there-

fore pervaded by metaphor; but on the other hand, as

against the anatomists, he explains the ''keepers of the

house" &c. literally, and attempts to shew that actual

persons are described as retiring to rest or making

preparations for the approach of night. I therefore

call the interpretation of Michaelis semi- literal— an also

that of Umbreit, who supposes death to be described

under the figure of a Storm. Although the semiliteral

renderings are very like the literal rendering in many
details, it will be seen that the metaphors by which

they are pervaded give them a distinctive colouring.
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and indeed, as I think, vitiate them, to such an extent

that their failure to gain acceptance need excite no

surprise.

The Night-renderiug- of Michaelis.

V. 3. die Wdchter des Hauses beben, und die Starken

sich krummen] Vielleicht redet Salomon von eigentlichen

Waehtern und Starken, und dann wiirde ich, mit einiger

Abweichung von den Jiidischen Punkten, lieber iiber-

setzen : die Wdchter das Haus bewahren, und die Starken

sich krummen. Dies ware eine Beschreibung der Nacht,

in der der Starke und Tapfere sich zur Ruhe begiebt,

und im Bette liegt, andere aber wachen, und das Haus

gegen niichtlichen Einfall verwahren miissen. Mit der

Nacht wiirde das schwache Alter verglichen, da der

tapfere Mann, der Held, sich nicht mehr selbst schiitzen

kann, sondern von andern geschiitzt merden muss.

Die Muhlenmdgde , — — die schiinen Gesichtev~\ Sa-

lomon mahlt das Bild der Nacht noch weiter aus, und

setzt nun auch in dies Nachtgemalde Frauensleute von

den hochsten bis an den niedrigsten, so wie vorhin das

mannliche Geschlecht. Das allerniedrigste in der hebrai-

schen Haushaltung ist die Sclavin, die in einer Hand-

miihle das Getraide mahlen musste. 2 B. Mos. XI. 5.

Diese bekomtnt nun -Feierabend, weil sie ihre Arbeit

gethan, und ausgemahlen hat: ihr entgegen stehen die

Schonen, die bei Miissiggang und Ueberrauth in den

Fenstern lagen, zu sehen, und gesehen zu werden;

<liese verhiillet nun die Nacht in ihren allgemeinen

Schatten. Auch hier will man Glieder des Leibes,

unter den Miihlenmagden die Backenzahne, und unter

' 5
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den Schonen im Fenster die Augen verstehen: icli denke

es sei genug^ wenn das Alter auch so fern der Nacht

gleich ist^ dass die niedrigste Sclavin feiert^ weil sie

nicht mehr tachtig zur Arbeit ist^ und die vorhin an-

gebetete Schone nicht mehr an das Fenster kommt,

sondern in unbekannter Dunkelheit wohnt.

V. 4. Noch eine weitere Fortsetzung des Gemahl-

des der Nacht. Man verschliesst die Hausthilr: der

Schall der Handmlihlen in den Hausern wird immer

schwacher, weil sich ein Haus nach dem andern zur

Ruhe begiebt , und endlich erfolgt eine Todtenstille.

Wenn diese der Morgenlander beschreiben will^ so sagt

er, man hore den Schall der Mlihle nicht mehr. Jerem.

XXV, 10. Offenb. Johannis XVIII, 22.

Man beim Laut eines Vogels aufstelif] Wenn in der

stillen Nacht auch nur ein Vogel ein Gerausch macht,

so wird man aufmerksam, und siehet zu ob Diebe da

sind. Eben so im furchtsamen Alter, das sich bei seiner

Ohnmacht iiberall Gefahren einbildet.

die Sdnf/erinnen'] Die Vogel, die' am Tag€, oder

gegen Abend, ihre Gesange so laut erschallen lie?sen.

V. b. Ehe man sich vor der Hohe furchtet u. s. f.l

Noch Beschreibungen des furchtsamen Alters.

Ehe der Mandelbaum bluhcf] Von hier an scheinen

nicht mehr Bilder des Alters, sondern der grossen Ver-

anderung zu folgen, die dem Menschen nach dem Tode

bevorsteht, der Erneuerung zu einem klinftigen Leben:

wenigstens kann der bliihende Mandelbaum nicht fiig-

lich, wie man geglaubt hat, ein Bild der weissen Haare

des Alters sein, denn seine Blilte ist nicht weiss, son-

dern ohngefahr Pfirsichfarben, nur etwas blasser. —
Wenn in diesem traurigsten Monat des Jahrs, wo die
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Natur zu sterLen scheint^ die schone und prachtige

Bliite des Mandelbaums ausbricht, und ihn in die an-

genehmste Mischung- von Roth und Weiss kleidet, so

ware dies ein sehr bequemes Bild der Verneuerung und
des Friihlings, den unsere Natur nach dem Tode zu
gewartig-eji hat, und bei dem wir, eben wenn wir sterben,

verjiingt aus unserm Tode hervorbliihen.

Bl'uhet] Nach einer andern Lesart iibersetzt man
es: ahwirft. Denn ware es noch eine Beschreibung des

Alters unter dem Bilde des Decembers, bei dessen Ende
der Mandelbaum seine Bliite abwirft.

Die Heuschrecke nach Hirer letzten Hdutum/ vollkommen

wird] Die Heuschrecke ist zu Anfang ein Wurm, wird

aber nach der ersten Hautung ein gehendes und springen-

des Insect: in diesem Zustande bleibt sie noch nach der

zweiten und dritten Hautung, allein nach der vierten

wird sie gefliigeltc Es scheint, die Hebraer haben diese

letzte Verwandlung nach VervoUkommnung der Heu-

schrecke eben so zum Bilde eines bessern Lebens der

Seele nacli dem Tode gebraucht, als die Griechen die

Verwandlung der Raupe zum Schmetterling.

Die Kapper sich aufthut] Da das hebraische Wort
ausserst dunkel ist, und nur einmal vorkommt, bin

ich der altesten Uebersetzung, die wir haben^ gefolgt.

Die Kapper triigt erst griine Knospen, oder, wie es an-

dere nenuen, Knopfe, und diese sind es, die wir einge-

macht zu den Speisen thun, um ihnen Geschmack zu

geben. Liisst man aber diese Knospen nur einige Stun-

den zu lange an der Staude sitzen, so sind sie zum
Einmachen nicht weiter branch bar, und brechen in eine

schone Bliite auf, in der sich viele mannliche Staub-

faden ausbr^iten. Vielleicht wird dies Auf'bliihen einer
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Knospe, die man sclion als reife Frucht siehet und

isset, zum Bilde eines kiinftigen Lebens gebraucht.

Sein eiviges Hans'] So iiannten Egypter und Hebraer

das Grab, \ind stellten sich das Leben als eine Wander*

sehaft vor, ohngefahr so, wie die Hirten in Gezelten

herumziehen, ohne eine stete Wohnung zu haben.

SoUte jemanden das Wort etvif/ hier anstossig sein, und

als Verleugnung der Auierstehung des Leibes vor-

kommen, so trifft sein Tadel eigentlich nicht Salomon,

sondern den Uebersetzer, denn das hebraiscbe Wort be-

deutet nicht gerade die eigentliche sogenannte unend-

liche Ewigkeit, sondern eine lange Zeit, ein Menschen-

alter, oder auch den Ablauf vieler Jahrhunderte. Zu

meiner Entschuldigung also, nicht fiir Salomon, muss

ich bemerken, dass wir im Deutschen das Wort ewiff

eben so gebrauchen, sonderlich wenn wir alle Jahr-

hunderte, die noch bis an das Ende der Welt verfliessen

werden, zusammenfassen.

V. 6. Ehe der Silberstrick loieder zusammengekettet,

und die guldene Kugel der Lampe wieder gebessert wird\

Ich glaube nicht, dass das Bild von einem Brunnen

hergenommen ist, denn bei dem hat man keine Silber-

stricke und keine giildenen Kugeln, sondern von einer

Lampe, und um der Deutlichkeit willen habe ich das

Wort Lampe, das nicht im Hebraischen steht, hinzuge-

setzt. Das menschliche Leben wird mit einer brennen-

den Lampe verglichen, (ein Bild, das die Hebraer mehr-

mals haben, z. B. wenn sie sagen, Gott habe David

eine brennende Lampe gegeben^ d. i, Nachkommen)^

die an einer silbernen Kette hangt, und das Oel zur

Nahrung des Lichts in einer giildenen Kugel hat: die

Kette bricht, die Kugel fallt zu Boden und wird be-
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schadigtj dies geschieht im Tode^ aber der Werkmeister

bessert die zerbrochene Lampe , und stellt sie von

neueiu wieder auf. dies ist ein Bild des Lebens nach

dem Tode.

Der Eimer u. s./J] Hier ist nun das Bild von einer

Quelle hergenommen: der Eimer, mit dem man das

Wasser heraufzog, zerbricht, aber das Werk wird wieder

hergestellt: so stirbt der Mensch, und Gott giebt ihm

ein zweites Leben.

The objection to this interpretation considered as

a whole, is that .it is a weakening by expansion of a

striking and natural metaphor. Much of it belongs

merely to the description of night, and has only a

forced application to death. The meaning of the

watchmen, who watch the house during the night is

both feeble and forced. What is said on the voice

of the bird (ver. 4) is unsatisfactory, and the like might

be said of other details. But, though the interpreta-

tion as a whole could never be accepted, it is very

suggestive in some particulars. The objection to tak-

ing the almond blossom, which is the harbinger of

spring, as a symbol of decay and death has never been

refuted; while the peculiar sense put upon the sup-

posed image of the hanging lamp in ver. 6, suggests

reasons for abandoning that figure altogether. On the

whole^ while rejecting the Night-rendering, I think it

less unsatisfactory than the Storm-rendering considered

below. The theory of Michaelis has however been un-

deservedly neglected, having no doubt escaped notice

because his views on the book were supposed to be

contained in an earlier special work upon the subject.

It is remarkable that Nachtigal, while advocating the
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same theory in 1798, should have referred to Michaelis

as an anatomist, who considered the grinding maids to

stand for "^Backenzahne, theils wegen ihrer Verrich-

tung, theils weil sie bei alten Leuten eins der unrein-

lichsten Theile des Leibes zu sein pflegen'^''; where the

earlier work of Michaelis is cited, while no mention is

made of that published in 1771, and containing the

semiliteral interpretation adopted by Nachtigal himself.

The following is Nachtigal's exposition

:

Verse 3.

The day means the night : the watchers who are

on guard, for attack or defence, go to rest: the former

^^ziehen sich mit einbrechender Nacht zuriick, und auch

die Vertheidiger konnen die Ruhe geniessen" : the strong

men bow themselves down to rest: the grinding-maids

drop asleep one after another till scarcely one (Odyss.

XX. 110) remains: on the ladies also who look out of

window (Jud. V. 28, 29) night falls.

[Although UV may be used so as not to exclude

night, yet when night as distinct from day is meant,

it is not the word to use. The introduction of the

idea of besieging a fortress throws that of nightfall

into the background: it is no longer an ordinary night

that is described.]

Verse 4.

The doors are closed as is usual at nightfall: the

sound of the mill falls as the grinders drop asleep: it
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wholly stops {fivh]v 6T7]aaaci. Odyss.) at cockcrow:

and the singing' birds go to roost.

[This verse, unlike the former, describes an ordi-

nary night of peace. But even if cockcrow means very

late at night, the mention of the singing birds going

to roost is not happily placed.]

Verse 5.

Those who fear are inhabitants of high country

and low: or they are riders and walkers, of whom the

former, perched say on white asses (Jud. V. 10), "von
der Hohe herabschaun" : in either case the meaning is

:

"Dann erbeben A lie." The remainder refers to a time

when man no longer enjoys life: the almond flower is

not regarded : the chirping tstti^ (Ahacr.) is wearisome

:

and he scares away the turtle dove. Here it is sug-

gested that we need not. in nDi'nx,* think precisely of

the dove, nv, which cries tns, ach!, but '^'Vielleicht

bezeichnete das ns die Grosse dieser Taubenart."

[Although Nachtigal still carries on the idea of

nightfall, his rendering of ver. 5 might be regarded as

a literal one, faulty in some details, but on the whole

suggestive. The exposition of ver. 3, 4 however, is by

no means literal, but involyes an elaborately worked

out double allegory, wherein sieye and niffkt combine

to represent death. The rendering fails both directly

and indirectly because it is not literal.]

* This may be a form of diminutive from an nnx collateral

with aax the root of xax frucfus. Hence its application to "minuti

fructus" (p. 39).
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The Storm -rendering' of Umbreit.

Umbreit supposes a gathering tempest to be de-

scribed. This view is adopted by Dr. Ginsburg (1861),

from whose Coheleth the following account of the

Storm-rendering is mainly taken. '^

Verse 3.

In that portentous day every one shall be seized

with consternation. The keepers of the house are

menial servants, whose business it is to guard the

house against marauders; the men of power are supe-

riors : the grinding - maids cease because they have

greatly diminished. ^'"i3 is causal, giving a reason why
the women stopped grinding &c." ; the women who

look out of the windows are women of a higher class,

who amuse themselves in this way, as is still done in

the East.

[On this it may be remarked that ver. 2 describes

nather a continued drizzle than an alarming tempest:

it is not that a sudden storm approaches, but the time

is one of gloom, and the clouds return after the rain.

Moreover even if a storm were approaching, the de-

scription would be extravagant. The reason why the

maids cease grinding is much emphasized, but is still

not quite intelligible: moreover ^bl23 is a feeble word

* Ginsburg's exposition of the rendering is very similar to

that of Elster, 1855. I have not had an opportunity of consulting

Umbreit's works on Coheleth. I am uncertain whether Umbreit

ultimately abandoned his theory.
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to express "den plotzlichen Stillstand aller Arbeit zur

Zeit eines allgemeinen Schreckens" {Gurlitt). If as

Gurlitt remarks, the ni2l"lb5 were capable of being shut,

it does not appear why the ladies should continue to

look through, when the doors (ver. 4) are closed as a

protection against the storm.]

Verse 4.

Out of terror every door shall be barred, and the

noise of the mills shall grow very feeble, because the

grinders shall hide themselves, frightened at this ga-

thering storm. Exceedingly beautiful and characteristic

is the description of the change of birds in the gloomy

atmosphere. The portentous swallows, in anticipation

of the storm, quit their nests with shrieks to fly about,

whilst the singing birds descend and retire.

[What is here said about the mill adds nothing

to the statements of ver. 3; nor is a sufficiently close

connexion made out between this and the closing of

the doors. The interpretation of the remainder: "Der

Vogel sich zum Geschrei erhebt" &c. may be regarded

as one of the stronger points of this rendering; but

although the construction suits the parallelism, is is by

no means obvious that the ''daughters of song" can

denote birds.]

Verse 5.

Yea they are afraid of the storm gathering over

their heads, so that they shrink from going out on the

roads: and in the midst of such a confusing and ter-
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rifying scene^ the delicious almond^ the locust, and the

caperberry^ create disgust and are left untouched.

Great indeed must be the consternation of an Oriental

which makes him disgusted with these delicacies.

[That the storm should be thought of as coming

from above is natural ^ but the expression rather sug-

gests that an out -door scene is described. Dr. Gins-

burg offers no explanation of ^)'^3: that quoted above

from another source adds nothing to the previous state-

ment about the closing of the doors. The conclusion

is an anticlimax. The locust seems to have been no

great delicacy^ nor is it quite likely to have been

mentioned as an edible between two kinds of fruit.

The Storm -rendering as a whole is a diluted allegory,

and^ like the Night-rendering, not literal.]

It will have been seen that there is an essential

diflPerence between the literal and semi-literal interpre-

tations. In the former, I suppose that after the figu-

rative mention of the darkening of the sun &c. in

ver. 2, there comes, as is usual with Biblical writers,

a parallel matter-of-fact description, viz. of the way in

which actual persons are affected by the actual circum-

stances of death. According to the semi-literal render-

ings, the figure of the darkening of the sun and moon

&c., whether indicative of night or storm, is kept up

throughout the passage; and the result is that— more

especially in the storm -rendering— the bulk of the

description becomes a mere working out of the figure,

without any intelligible application to the main subject

of the context,- viz. Death. It is said, for example,

that the doors are shut to keep out the storm, which
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means death. But since there is no meaning in saying

that the doors are closed to keep out death, we are

reduced to giving up all idea of an application, and

merely saying that the closed door belongs to the

description of the storm. In this way the greater

part of the passage is made to mean nothing at all;

while contrariwise, in the literal rendering every detail

is significant.



Section IV.

Conclusion.

1. It has been noticed that the passage discussed

falls naturally into three paragraphs ^ each commencing

with ERE, and complete in itself. Considering the

second paragraph, ver. 2— 5, we may say that the li-

teral rendering is prima facie the most natural : the

words '4br the man passeth to his eternal home, and

the mourners go about in the street", suggest that the

verses preceding describe the state of affairs while the

mourners go about in the street. The man himself is

addressed (ver. 1) on the way in which his death will

affect not only himself but others. Compare Ezek.

XXXII. 10; "Yea, I will make m&ny people amazed

at thee" &c.

2. The various classes are described as in a state

of mental perturbation: there is a cessation of business

and pleasure : the keepers of the house tremble (ver. 2)

:

they fear from on high (ver. 5), &c. An impression

may arise that some of the words used would better
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suit a time when calamity is impending than a time of

mourning for the actual death of a great personage;

and from this consideration perhaps the chief objection

to the literal rendering will arise. But such passages

as EzekieFs description of the princes of the sea trembl-

ing as they mourn for Tyre, will go far to remove any

objection of this nature :
—

''Then all the princes of the sea shall come down

from their thrones, and lay away their robes, and put

off their broidered garments: they shall clothe them-

selves with trembling; they shall sit upon the ground,

and shall tremble every moment. And they shall take

up a lamentation for thee, and say to thee, How art

thou destroyed, &c." (Ezek. XXVI. 16, 17;.

In like manner the kings and merchants who mourn

for Babylon are horrorstricken (Rev. XVIII. 15); and

this illustration is the more valuable because, as has

been already remarked, the description from which it

is taken coincides in several particulars with the dirge

of Coheleth. In both alike the mill ceases to be heard:

the unclean bird takes possession : the light of joy is

quenched. (Rev. XVIII. 2, 22, 33). The Apocalyptic

dirge is couched in the same strain as that of Coheleth,

and differs from it chiefly in being applied to the case

not of an individual but of a city.

3. There are some verbal coincidences which afford

additional arguments for a literal rendering, and against

the anatomical rendering. The mourners are said to

go about the street, or dyoQcc (ver. 5): the doors are

closed to the street (ver. 4). From this coincidence it

may be assumed provisionally that ''street" is literal in

ver. 4, as it is allowed to be in ver. 5, until some
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reason has been assigned for taking the wor,d literally

in the one case and not literally in the other.

4. If "street"' is literal in ver. 4, it is only natural
to assume that an actual "mill" is spoken of in the
same context. This conclusion is confirmed by a fur-

ther examination of the two verses; thus^ in ver. 5 the
last clause is allowed to be literal, and it is also sup-
posed that the opening words describe actual persons
as awestricken. Add to this, that the intervening ex-

pressions, almond, locust, &c. are in themselves at least

as naturally taken in a literal as in an anatomical
sense, and there remains no valid reason for asserting

that in their present context— viz. in a verse which
begins and ends literally— they have any other than
their natural meanings. Again, in ver. 4, the "bird"
is allowed to be literal, and some even of the anato-
mists take the parallel "daughters of song" literally.

Thus throughout ver. 4. 5 there is no place where it

can be confidently affirmed that the literal rendering
should be given up.

5. If the "mill" in ver. 4 is literal, I think it

sufficiently obvious that the "milleresses" in ver. 3 are

literal: the sound of the mill falls when the milleresses

cease from work. It would follow that the remainder
of ver. 3 is literal. Perhaps the strongest point in the
literal rendering is the interpretation of the first he-
mistich in verse 4 (see section I); and if it be granted
that this is literal, there remains very little to be said

for the anatomical theory as a whole.

6. The "house" in ver. 3 must be, for all purposes
of comparison, homogeneous with the "house of eter-

nity" in ver. 6. The latter is external to the man
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himself: hence we infer that the former is not the man
himself or any part of him, but the mansion in which

he lived.

7. The darkening of the sun &c. (ver. 2) is clearly

iigurative. Between this and the allusion to literal

mourners going about an actual street , there must

somewhere be a point of transition from the figurative

to the literal. As we have seen, it is very difficult to

find such a point of transition anywhere after the com-

mencement of ver. 3, but on ,the other hand the ex-

pression "in the day when" might serve, and does else-

where serve, as an indication that what follows is

literal, and explanatory of the preceding general meta-

phor. Now not only is the darkening of the heavens

a stereotyped figure of calamity in general, but it is

also the practice of Biblical writers to pass from this

general figure to matter-of-fact explanatory statements.

To the numerous examples given in Section I one

more may be added, in illustration of Coheleth's

:

Remember thy Creator

Ere the sun and the moon be darkened

In the day when the doors are shut to the street.

The passage runs as follows:

''Give glory to the Lord your God^ before he

cause darkness, and before your feet stumble upon the

dark mountains, and while ye look for light, he turn

it into the shadow of death, and make it gross darkness.

But if ye will not hear it, my soul shall weep in secret

places for your pride; and mine eye shall weep sore,

and ran down with tears, because the Lord^s flock is

carried away captive. Say unto the king and to the
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queen. Humble yourselves, sit down: for your princi-

palities shall come down, even the crown of your glory.

The cities of the south shall be shut up, and none

shall open them: Judah shall be carried away captive

all of it, it shall be wholly carried away captive" (J^.

XIII. 16—19).

8. As in Eccl. II. 4—9 the pleasure of possession

is dwelt upon: '^1 made me great works; I builded me

houses... 1 made me gardens .. . I got me servants

and maidens, and had servants born in my house. . . .

I got me men-singers and women-singers, and the de-

lights of the sons of men, as musical instruments, and

that of all sorts;" so in the passage under discussion

we may see contrasted with this the gloom cast over

a great house, with gardens, &c. when the life of its

owner has passed away. It is not that the house is

dilapidated, but that it is desolated, the man, now

reduced to the level of ordinary mortals, leaves it for

another: 'Svhen he dieth he shall carry nothing away:

his glory shall not descend after him" (Ps. XLIX, 17).

It is unnecessary to add anything to what has

been already said on the details of the literal rendering.

It certainly gives a consistent picture, and so far has

the advantage over the anatomical rendering; which

again, if it cannot claim consistency, has little to rest

else to rest upon. It is remarkable that the latter

should so long have held its ground in spite of its

grotesque repulsiveness and defiance of analogy, when

the mention of the mourners who go about in the street

suggests with the utmost plainness that the preceding

verses are of the nature of a literal Dirge.










